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A B S T R A C T•  i i .  -  -  -  ............. ...... ..

Small holder agriculture has become very important
in' Kenya's' economy in the recent years. As the population
has kept on increasing, the formerly large farms have
continued tc be subdivided into smallholdings and some
given to former squarters. It is because of -this and
its overall contribution tc the National Gross Domestic
Product that this sector is given a positive bia$ in the £t«njimc
development of Kenya. Farm Credit in small scale farming
is a vehicle to farm development, as more often^there is
lack of funds in smallholder farms.

• - _i
Ihis study was undertaken with the main objective of 

giving a descriptive analysis of Small Scale Farm Credit 
in Kavujai Division of Bungoma District. It was also 
intented to describe the characteristics of the farmers 
who borrow these loans, apd ir. particular it investigated 
who among the small scale farmers use these loans in 
Kavujai Division in terms of farm sizes, off-farm income, 
farm assets and the education level.

The main factors considered in this study were the 
structure of the lending institutions, the conditions under 
which the available loans are made to farmers and the 
economic viability of the enterprises recommended by the 
lending institutions. Other iactors considered as affecting 
the use of credit by smallholder farmers are the size of 
the farm holding, the off-farm income status of the 
farmer, the farm assets and the formal education of the 
farmer.



Literature review showed that capital is a constraint 
in smallholder agriculture and 'that if given credit, 
smallholder farmers will ben»?it from it* The review 
also revealed that very few of the smallholder farrows 
have access to agricultural credit. Other reasons 
given in previous studies reviewed-as contributing, toJ V __
low credit utilization in some areas were:-

(i) Lack of integration ô C credit with the 
availability of inputs;

(ii) A general lack of ecoromically viable enterprisesI
to be financed; and !

(iii) Lack of adequate supervisory and extension 
staff to advise the loanees.

The data for this study was collected in Kavujai 
Division of Pungoma District during the 19?9 crop season* 
Information was collected from'the farmers, credit insti-v- 
tutions.and government officers by recording it on a 
questionnaire schedule. Some information from the data 
collected by Central Bureau of Statistics during the 
IRS k survey was used for comparison. Descriptive 
analysis of the results using tabular comparison was 
uuuu vv proportions ox cne responciencs
affected by various problems. A simple correlation 
analysis was performed to establish the relationship 
between the amount of loan used on one hand and the sizei
of the farm, off-farm income, the farm assets and the 
level of formal education on the other. The differences 
of the means of the above variables between the sample 
farmers with loans and those without were tested using 
student t-test.
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A comparison between the sample farmers with loans, 
t'hose without and IRS 4 data means was conducte’d.
The. results of the field survey showed that a number of 
problems limited the utilization of credit by small 
scale farmers in Kavujai Division. There was lack of 
qualified technical staff to deal with farmers' problems 
in relation to small scale agricultural credit. Many 
institutions did not have adequate staff to advise the 
farmers on the best use of borrowed capital. The 
conditions required^by the lending institutions to oe 
fulfilled by farmers were found to be very strict and 
•rigid. Most small scale farmers who needed credit were 
not able to fulfil the requirement conditions. The time 
period taken from the time the farmer applies for the 
loan and when it is disbursed was found to be very long 
thus resulting into late planting and subsequent poor 
performances. Many farmers usually opted out of the 
programmes after loan approvals.

A very critical issue on the utilization cf small farmer 
credit in Bungoma District was the ceiling imposed on the 
amounts of the loans to farmers in the* seasonal programmes. 
For Integrated Agricultural Development Programme (IADP), 
and Smallholder Production Services and Credit Project 
(SPSCP), the ceiling was Kshs.1,000/- per 3 acres.
Five hundred shillings per two acres was the ceiling for 
Farm Input Supplies Scheme (FISS). These amounts were 
found to be too little to cover even the most critical 
operations. Most farmers who borrowed these loans were 
forced to use their own sources to finance some of these 
operations. Those who could not raise moremoney from other 
sources opted -out of the loans.



Most of the crop enterprises tied up to some of these 
loan programmes by the loaning institutions in the 
fora of crop packages were found to be very unprofitable. 
These acted as disincentives to the potential loan^ee 
who could not find profitable enterprises to in.

i __. * fThe correlation analysis showei : that there was a 
positive correlation oetween tte loan used on one hand 
and the size of the farm, the off-farm income, the farm 
assets and the education level of the farmer on the
other. There was significant differences between the

-
means of the size of farm, the loff-farm income, the 
farm assets and the education level, values of the sample 
farmers with loans and those without at 95$ level,

I
There were bigger differences between the values of the 
means of the above variables for the sample farmers with 
loans and the IRS *+ data means than there was between 
the corresponding values for sample farmers without 
loans and the IPS V data, It"was therefore revealed by 
the study that the small scale farmers who use the 
smallholder agricultural loans are the more well-to-do 
influencial smallholders. However, more work is required 
on smallholder credit programmes especially on the 
repayment performance and the interaction between large 
scale farm credit and smallholder credit in Bungoma,



CHAPTER I

1,0  Purpose of Study

This study describes the small scale farm credit programmes 
in Kavujai Division of Bungoma District. It further describes 
the characteristics of the farmers who borrow these types of 
loans, and in particular it investigates who among the small 
scale farmers benefit from the small scale credit programmes 
in Kavujai Division.
1.1» In trod”oti
The importance of small scale farms in Kenya’s Economy cannot 
be overstressed. Since Independence (1963) the contribution 
of small scale farmers to the gross marketed produce has been 
steadily increasing from 2.17/= in 19o3 to in 1979» thus
taking a major share of the total agricultural earnings.
The productivity of the small scale farms is also higher 
compared to large scale farms in Kenya i.o. 635/“ per* acre of 
average farm size of 7.5 acres compared to 111/- per acre of 
average farm of 12*f acres (l6,PG.9^)»

Though the contribution from the small farm sector to Kenya’s ' 
economy is becoming more and more important, the productivity 
of the land will not remain high or increase indefinitely as 
there are many forces acting against it_. The productivity of 
land depends on the use made of it, • potential of the land, 
population pressure, infrastructure, access to markets and 
other development resources, and how carefully these resources 
are preserved.

Many of these factors are beyond the farmer's control.
The size per holding of the high potential land available 
for agriculture is becoming loss and less ss the population 
increases, resulting into subdivision of these holdings. 
Infrastructure and access to the market, though important, 
are largely in the hands of the Government and the small
holder farmer has little to do about them.



However, the l'arner has a say in the determination of the 
proper use of his land, and proper manangement of these 
holdinrs, by employing correct combination of the resources 
of production, i.e. labour and capital.

The productivity of small scale farms will be greatly 
increased by the proper application of the correct inputs, 
timely seed-bed preparation and by use of the most effective 
methods of cultivation. High yielding varieties of seed and 
other concommitant and modern inputs like, fertilizer and 
pesticides in recommended quantities will be needed to 
increase yields on^small scale farms. Most of these inputs 
will have to be financed by the farmer either from his own 
savings or from some other source of funds.

It would appear difficult for the small holding to provide 
him with both subsistence requirements and surplus for sale, 
without borrowing some funds to enable him secure these 
inputs. Lack of capital in the rural snail scale f-arms has 
led to many a farmer being caught ur> in a vicious circle ofi*
low productivity ahd poverty. To break such a circle, 
credit will be required to:-

a) Finance a portion or all the operating costs of the 
production and marketing of the resultant produce;

b) Stimulate capital accumulation from these small farms;
b) Accelerate the adoption of modern te-chnology and 

eventually;
d) Strengthen the economic position of the farmer.

This will move him along the subsistence - commercial continuum. 
That is, credit is required -to enable the farmer to acquire 
the necessary inputs to enable his produce s/jre on him farm* 
than ho would otherwise. As I.Vasthoif founds in 1bS0. th<* 
Government loans to small holders would make it possible to 
improve their farming in order to become a modern enterprise(23)«
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1.2 Access to Credit by Small Scale Farmers

In order that he may finance his farming operations, the 
smallholder will need to ret funds from various sources 
v/ithin his reach. Such sources include;-

His own savings, his earnings fro: 
might have or borrowed funds.

employment he

Credit may be both from formal organized institutions for 
lending, or from informal sources which include:- neighbours, 
shopkeepers, relatives or other informal lending agencies. 
Formal credit is provided by either Public (semi-Covernment) 
institutions such as the Agricultural Finance Corporation, 
or private institutions such as Commercial banks.

The small scale farmer in the rural area has a number of 
limitations compared to large scale commercialised farmers, 
which make him assume a low profile in the decision making 
mechanism concerning agricultural credit. Many cf the 
agricultural lending agencies require collateral, as security 
on their loans, which the small scale farmer has been lacking 
in an acceptable form. . .

LacK of land title deed has therefore been considered one of 
the limitations of the farmer. The possible alternative 
security, such as crops or livestock, has been refused by 
various institutions due to the risks involved in the farming 
business and problems of foreclosure. In some instances, 
smallholder farmers have been judged at face value to be 
**crodit winv»oy**m SsvinT in the small scale farming 
community has not been possible due to the meagre resources 
s.-f the unlimited financial nocc.s facing the farmers in 
the rural economy. Further still savings if any may be in 
the form of livestock or food which may not be easy to 
liquidate. The investment of the farmer's own capital to 
the farm, is even made more difficult by the many competing 
demands lor money such as school fees, feed, clothing, 
accomodation etc., which need immediate attention.
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Another limitation facing many*small scale farmers in the 
rural areas has been lack of skill and experience in 
farming. This has increased the risk ojf lending to small • • 
scale farmers as there has been a very high incidence of 
fprnirr failures. However, the«e limitations have not 
hindered the Government's recognition .of the important role 
played by the small scale farmers in the development of 
Kenya's economy. The need to produce more on the small 
farms to feed a rapidly growing population, to improve the 
standard of living in the rural areas, and to reduce the 
income disparity between urban and rural population, has been 
recognised by the Government.

V/hatever the limitations of the smallholder farmer in getting 
credit from other sources, he has an important role to play 
in the overall economy of Kenya. 3ecause commercial banks 
only want limited involvement, it is therefore the responsibility 
of the Government to avail credit facilities to the smallholder 
under relatively convenient- e end it dons to ssake it easily 
accessible. The Principal theme of the 1979 - 1983 Kenya 
Development Plan is the alleviation of poverty. In the 
agricultural sector, the plan focuses mainly on the small 
farmers, with the intention of improving their role in the 
monetary economy. In an effort to increase crop and livestock 
output suited for export, to improve the Nation's foreign 
trade position and to create more employment opportunities ir. 
the rural agricultural sector, the Government has initiated 
a number of credit programmes to assist the smallholder.
As outlined in the next section, it is this aspect of small
holder credit that will form the basis for this study*

1.3 Statement of the Problem

The basic problem of this study is that few small scale 
farmers in' Kavujai Division are participating ir. small 
farmer credit schemes despite the fact that there are 
facilities lor the provision of these type of loans. Though 
there are funds to be used by the small scalp farmers, very 
little of them are being borrowed.
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1
• V •rphe efforts of the Government and allied agencies to provide 

small farm credit in Dungona District and Kavujai Division 
in particular have not met with much success. From 1971 to 
1978 the Government has introduced a total of six different 
credit programmes to asoist smallholder farmers. International 
Development Association LoansClDA 105) was introduced in 
19?1» In 1972 Guaranteed Minimum Return(GMR) was introduced 
and United States Agency for Inte .‘national Development 
Programme (USAID) was initiated i.i the District in 1975*

Between 1975 and 19?3, three othe * programmes; Smallholder 
Production Services and Credit Project(SPSCP), Farm Inputs 
Supplies Scheme (FISS), and Integrated Agricultural Development

iProgammes(lADP) were all started to assist the small scalei
farmers. Loan facilities for these programmes were available 
both from Co-operatives and Agricultural Finance Corporation(AFC)* 
Very few farmers, however, particxpated in these programmes 
for the last eight years. Out of the 20,8l6 small farm 
riolui..i56 iti Kavujai, only 621 rec *ived loans in the eight 
years making an average of 77 loans per year. This was only' 
yA of the total small farm holdings. Between 1976 and 1930 • 
the Government .availed Ksha.2,Ĵ 7-5>200. through-three smallholder 
credit programmes i.e. IADP, SPSCP and FISS, to be lent to 
small scale farmers in Kavujai. '/ithin the same period, only 
Kshs.910,5^7.10 v/as borrowed. This was only 3 6 , 8A of the 
total amount available.

In 1979 > the Bun go m. a Farmers Co-operative Union Committee
set aside Kshs.600,000 to be lent to farmers in Kavujai • - _.
through SPSCP. None of this amount was disbursed to farmers.
It has been shown by previous studies that credit is a 
constraint to small scale farmers and therefore they need 
credit if they have to increase their production, it is also 
evident that where capital is a constraint, availability of 
credit can step up production if the affected farmers used the 
loans to improve their farming.
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Here is a situation in Kavujai Division, wine re there are 
many credit programmes and funds are available. Yet, only 
4 out of 1000 farmers are making use of these facilities 
and only 36.8?: of the funds available for loans are being 
•taken. The problem therefore is:- Thy are there only these 
fev; farmers using small scale credit facilities in Kavujai?

1.4 Objective of the Study
The objective of this study is to give a description of 
the smallholder credit programmes operating in Xayujai 
Division of Eungoma District. In particular, the study 
looks at the structure of the lending institutions, the 
conditions for borrowing and whether or not these conditions 
are suitable for small scale farmer borrowing. The study 
further tries to find out who among the snail scale farmers 
are using these loans in Kavujai in terms of farm size, off 
farm income, farm assets and the education level.

1.3 Hypotheses Tested
Four hypotheses were tested by this study:—

(1) Farmers with larger farm holdings in Kavujai 
Division have access to credit.

(2) The farmers v/ho have a higher off-farm income in 
Kavujai Division get small scale farm loans.

(3) The farm assets of a farmer are »  determining 
factor in the acquisition of snail farm credit in 
Kavujai.

(4) Formal educational status of a farmer is a 
determining factor on the acquslt.ion of small 
scale farm credit.

1.6- Organisation of the Text
This text is divided into six chapters. Chapter I deals 
with the purpose of this study. Chapter TZ gives an overview 
°f the overall credit schemes in Kenya. I'fc also gives a 
detailed description of the small farm credit programmes in 
Kavujai Division. In Chapter III a review of the relevant 
literature is presented while Chanter IV describes the 
methodology used in the study.
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Chapter V deals' with the analysis of the field resul-ts and 
the testing of the hypotheses of the study* The final 
Chapter of. this study, VI, presents the summary, conclusions 
and recommendations on the acceleration of the small farmer*
credit use in Kavujai*



‘v" *" CHAPTER II ,

2.0 AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN KENYA ‘ *'

2.1 Overall Credit Scheme in Kenya .

Agricultural Credit in Kenya is provided by a number*of 
institutions and through a variety of programmes »hlwh 
generally cater for specific crev it needs. The institu
tional structure is fragmented a. d lacks mechanism for 
Co-ordinating the several sourcei and flows of credit to 
the agricultural sector.
The financial institutions servir g agriculture can be 
classified into three types. ThcJ first consists of thej I #
older structures oriented towards large scale agriculture. 
The second consists' of relatively new institutions and 
programmes serving the smallholder agriculture, and the 
third is composed of series of programmes formed to support 
the transfer of agricultural land from Europeans to African 
ownership. The oldest farm credit institutions in Kenya, 
which fall in the first type, are those which were tailored- 
to large, commercial agriculture. . ...... __ . ..
These include

(a) Nine Commercial Banks, 
-heir -...erchip and pci

some of which have changed 
1C16G since- independence|

(b) The Merchant suppliers, such as the Kenya Farmers —  
Association(KFA) and other smaller firms; and

(c) The Government backed land and Agricultural Ban1'; 
now amalgamated with the Agricultural Finance 
Corporation; and tile Guai'ant-eeG Minimum Retain 
Scheme (GMR), which included crop insurance 
element. GMR was discontinued in late 1979 due 
to poor repayment performance. In its place is 
the Seasonal Credit Scheme.

8 -
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The newest farm credit institutions are those which have 
been and are being introduced to smallholder agriculture.

These include:-'

(a) Cash Crop Authorities, such as the Kenya Tea
• • Development Authority (KTDA), the Pyrethrun Board,

Horticultural Crop Development Authority(HCDA), 
National Irrigation Board (NIB) for rice and other 
irrigated produce and several sugar" outgrowers 
schemes. —  -

PT-.
(b) The Co-operative Societies, which, have, of late, 

become multi-purpose rather than special-functional;

(c) And experimental programmes of the major merchant 
suppliers, the Food and Agriculture Organisationi
(FAO), input supply schemes and various related 
programmes such as Integrated Agricultural Development 
Programme (IADP), Smallholder Production Services 
and Credit Project (SPSCP), and other small credit 
schemes. >.

The institutions which facilitate the land itransfer-either 
intact or sub-divided - from a European dominated Commercial 
Agriculture, to one based on African ownership predominantly 
in the form of smallholdings fall in the third group. These 
include British Land Transfer Programmes ancf its related 
development schemes, Settlement Funds Trustees (SFT), through 
the Department of Settlement, the AFC and Commercial Banks.

This classification involves only the formal credit sector 
in Kenya. However, no doubt, there is the informal credit 
sector alongside this formal one, about which little is 
known. For the purpose of this study, we shall confine 
ourselves to the formal institutions, which consist of new 
institutions and programmes, serving smallholder agriculture.

—

'
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The choice of the class of loans to be examined is based 
on five main criteria:-

(i) Credits which are directly issued to farmers 
and not to organizations as such;

(ii) Schemes which are currently rn operation;
(iii) Credit involving snail scale farmer;
(iv) Credit directed into use for immediate production 

on seasonal terms and not development or capital 
purchase as such, and

V" • *(v) Credit institutions which are relevant to those 
available in Kavujai Division.

2-i.1 • Loan Types and Their Relative Importance:

Loans provided to small scale farmers cam be classified 
according to two criteria. In the first criterion of 
classification, loans are defined according to the time 
period. Using this system, loans are grouped as short-term, 
medium-term (or intermediate), and long-term loans.

(1) Short-term loans: These are loans which last
less than two years.
These are provided for crop planting as well as 
to meet the recurrent costs of livestock 
production and to meet other vrariable expenses.
Such loans are usually provided for one growing 
season.

(2) Medium-term loans: These loanss last between
four and six years.
This type of loans is intended for the purchase 
of livestodk, the planting anj£ raising of 
permanent crop, purchase of fcarm machinery and 
equipment for making some permanent improvements,

(3) Long-term loans: +This class *>? lop"® lia
ble for the purchase of land esr for making
more costly permentnt improvements on the farms. 
They last a period of over ten: years.

The second system of classification categorizesloans 
according to their sizes.
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The Agricultural Finance Corporation Groups Loans 
into:-

Small Scale Loans - Less than K* <?’h.«.20;000/-
Large Scale Loans - More than K.;5hs,20,000/-.

In this study, the agricultural loans are accordingly 
classified as short-term loans (less tjy*h than two year), 
medium-term loons (two to ten years), and long-term loans 
(over ten years); and small scale loans <ies3 than 
K#Sh3,20,000/-)‘, and large scale loans (rsore than 
K.Shs.20,000/-.
The short-term loans are the most widely used loans in 
Kenya Agriculture, As can be seen from table 2.1,of the 
total new Agricultural Credit issued in 1973/7^ to 1978/79, 
on average more than 50$ of them were short-term loans.
Even more remarkable is the fact that they are assuming a 
larger proportion of the total loans issraed, ranging from 
^7.7$ of the total credit in 1973/71* to 7 3.7$ in 1976/77.

This development is in line with the requirements of the 
smallholder farmers. This point is made clearer when we 
consider the loans issued to only small scale farmers and 
Co-operative Societies which, in any case.-, are predominantly 
composed of small scale farmers. From Tatole 2.2,, it is 
notable that as much as 80$ of the loans issued to Co-oper- 
arive Societies are short-term loans, Tfc* remaining, i,e, 
medium-term, long-term, and other loans t.ake up only 
20$ of the total.



Table 2*1; New Agricultural Credit Issued by Type of 
Loans in Kenya: 1973/7*+ « 1978/79. •-

period Total
Loans

(K£'000) 
___________

Short
Term
Loans
(Kfi'OOO)

Medium
Term
Loans
(K£«000)

Long
Term
Loans
(K£'000)

Other
Loans

(K£'000

Percen
tage of 
Term Loan 
to Total 

%_
1973/7*+ 5,212 2, *+85 1,M+8 1,090 169 *+7.7
197 V ?  5 17, *+77 9,68? 6,023 1,7*+5 22 55..*+
1975/76 25,035 17,330 5,287 2,392 26 69.2
1976/77 20,959 1.5, *+51 2, *+?7 2,661 370 73.7
1977/78 27, *+67 15,682 *+,999 5,S30 956 75.1
1978/79 18,928 10,1*+*+ 3.86*+ 3,351 1,569 53.6

• Other loans include inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides
machinery.

Source* Statistical Abstract 1973, 1979 and 1980,
The short-term loans taken by small scale farmers were used for 
the purchase of farm inputs, land preparation, where this was a 
constraining factor, the purchase of dairy animals and to meet 
the farmer's variable costs of maintaining the animals*
Medium-term loans were used for the purchase of machinery, tools 
and establishment of cash crops such as coffee, pyrethrum,etc.
The drop in total loans taken in 1976/77 period was due to an 
A.F.C. loan embargo, less from Co-operatives and non-Eanking 
institutions. There was also more money available to the 
farmers from coffee and tea due to increases in prices during 
that period. There was generally low demand for credit by the 
farmers. However, more farmers qualified for bank loans.



Table 2:2 New Agricultural Credit Issued to Small Scale 
Farmers and Co-operative Societies in Kenya 

• by Type of Loans, 1973/74 - 1978/79, and
percentage of Short-term.

1 *

period To f al 
Loan s 
(K£'000)

Short
Term
Loans
(K£'000

Medium 
Term 
Loans 

J) (K£' 000

v A ,. „

Term 
Loans 

) (K£'000

\ T ~ rz
L w

\ Loans*
^ (K£*000)

reicentage 
Short-term

%

Small S 
Farmers
1973/7*+
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79

sale
••

1, *+69 
2,223 
2,813
2, *+62 
3,119 
2,675

7*+5
1,287
2,137
1,817
1,013
2,389

509
1,287

599
595

1,905
188

2?
50
29
135
64

189
22
26
22
66
3*t

30.7
48.3 
80.0
73.8 
32.5
89.3

Sub-Tot a  15,069 9,32*+ 5,081 305 359 61.9
Coopera
Societi
1973/7'+
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78

tive 
as:

2,582
9,651
15926
9,846

10,602

1,599
5,579

10.926
7,963
6.926

909
4,063
b .■ 1 1 * ' *  1 

1,883 
3,676

74
10
21 «n»

61.9
57.8 
71.7
80.9 
65.3

Sub-Tot al 48,607 32,993 14,812 105 - 67.9

* Other Loans include Agricultural Inputs, e.g. Fertilizers, 
Pesticides, Machinery and Seed provided in !kind.

Source: Statistical Abstract 1978, 1979 atr.d 1980.

2.1.2 Loan Distribution and Utilization in Kenya
Small Farmer Loans are channeled to farmers through an 
array of isolated institutions and agencies all over Kenya.
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The most outstanding of these are ,the Agricultural Finance 
Corporation, Co-operative Bank of Kenya(CBK) through 
Co-operative movement and a number of Commercial Banks.
There are also some institutions and agencies that specialize 
in various items or agricultural enterprises. Thsso ones 
include Agricultural Settlement Fund (ASF) and some specialized 
crop authorities. There are also some input trial projects 
organized as demonstrations on farmers' plots by Vaiious

■ i  _ ^

merchant suppliers and companies :p promote their trade but no 
doubt serve to benefit the farmers in turn, e.g. Sapa Chemicals, 
Murphy's Chemicals and other related firms.

r

In section 2.2, we look at the structure and conditions of 
small credit in Kavujai Division of Bungoma District.

i _ l
2.2 Small Farm Credit in Kavujai
The credit services in Kavujai Division are performed by both 
the oldest farm credit institutions and the newer institutions 
and orogrammes serving the smallholder sector. Since Eungoma 
District as a whole, and Kavujai Division in particular, is 
a smallholder farming area, only those institutions relevant . 
to the small scale credit are available.

The farm credit institutions available in Kavujai cau be 
classified as Government organized or quasi-Government and 
private institutions. The Government organized instf tutfnns 
are Agricultural Finance Corporation, with a Branch Office 
in Bungoma Town, and the Co-operative Bank, which operates 
through the Bungoma District Farmers Co-operative Union, also, 
with its Central Offices in Bungoma Town. The private insti
tutions are three Commercial Banks: Barclays Bank of Kenya 
Lid., Kenya Commercial Bank which is substantially Government 
owned and the Standard Bank Ltd. Also available is the Kenya 
Farmers Association (KFA) Offices and shop in Bungoma Town.
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•In--addition to these formal institutions for credit provision’ 
in Kavu.iai, there exists the informal credit sector which is 
organized through friends, kinship (including remittance from 
relatives), merchants such as shopkeepers, money tenders and 
other dealers in agricultural items within, the Division. 
Although this type of lending exists, its magnitude is not 
known.

2.2.1 The Agricultural Finance Corporation
Agricultural Finance Corporation is a parastatal organisation 
for Agricultural Credit only. It allows no deposits at all. 
A.F.C. has two Branch Offices in Bungoma District. One is in 
Bungoma Town serving Kavujai Division and another at Kimilili 
Town, serving Kimilili, Mt. Elgon and Tongareni Divisions.
The office at Bungoma is headed by a Branch Manager, assisted
by one Loans Clerk, a Secretary and a driver.

AThe Brahch Manager and the Loans Officer are the only members 
of staff who have some agricultural training. The A.F.C. 
Branch is intended to serve a population of about 1^7,581 
farmers. The loan policies and procedures followed by the 
A.F.C. Branches in Bungoma are the same as those applied 
elsewhere in Kenya.

i) The criteria applied by AFC in deciding to make loans
specify that:-
(a) The loan must be for a specific farm project,
(b) The project must be technically feasible and 

economically viable;
(c) AFC must be satisfied that the project will be 

well managed;
(d) There must be reasonable assurance that tne loan 

will be repaid; -and
(e) The loan must not impose an undue burden or. the 

financial position of the farmer-loanee.
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ii) A.F.C. loans cannot be used for purposes outside 
the agricultural firm. ■ AFC loans are only

iii)

available for farm development and for financing 
agricultural industries.

. . ii ’ ' -s'~
AFC loans are not part out- in. cash. Portions■ F .....of credit are disbursed either directly to ^ 
the suppliers or to tl e borrower in respect 
of identified expenditures already incurred.

iv) The AFC makes sure th^t its loan will bei
repaid by making sure Ithat the applicant meets 
the following conditions prior to approval of 
his application:-
(a) that he is credit worthy as determined by 

A*F,C. Branch;
(b) that the project for which the loan is 

requested in relation to the overall
____ ___ _ nrimorit 3”pouI t*e ve n ts o f  t V  loanee

1 is of priority;
(c) the project is financially viable;
Cd) the.- farmer's abi_ity tu look after the 

project to be financed.
v) AFC issues foreclosure notices to loan defaulte 

but only as a last resort.
The process of making a loan by the AFC involves the 
following steps. ‘ The potential loanee,* who is either , . 
recruited by the Ministry of Agriculture staff or activity 
seeks to get the loan, goes to the AFC Branch Manager and 
purchases an application form at Kshs.10/-«
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He completes the form and takes it to the Agricultural 
Staff in his area, usually a Technical Assistant(TA), to 
counter-check and certify as to whether or no+- -the 
applicant is ready or qualified to obtain credit for the 
purpose in question. The form is then returned to the 
AFC Branch Manager, who presents it to the District

_ J  ______ _Loans Advisory Committee (DLAC), tfhose membership 
includes the loc^l District A.gricllturnl Officer (DAC) 
as Chairman, and the (AFC) Branch Manager as Secretary.

f
The approved forms are then given to the Branch Manager 
who checks on the technicalities knd forwards them eitherI ,
to Nairobi Head Office, or to the Area Controller at 
Kisumu who scrutinizes them and further processes them and 
gives the approval, depending on che size of the loan.
The loanee, if successful, is informed of the success and 
then can incur expenses, and the Invoices forwarded to 
the AFC for payments, which can only be made to dealers 
who are-approved by A.F.C. Some modifications in the 
procedure of processing AFC loans have been ejfferted since 
1976 apparently to reduce the length of period it takes 
between the application and the final approval. Now the 
Branch Manager may process ■ even approve the application 
without the Knowledge of DLAC. The argument given for this 
is that since the 3rarch Manager is the one responsible 
foi the ultimate collection of the repayments, he can also 
be responsible for processing the application. A copy of 
the loans approved is made to the District Agricultural 
Officer in such. . a case.



The AFC has no arrangements for the provis-on of inputs 
or the marketing of the produce* It is hoped that 
produce will be sold through the official marketing 
channels, e.g. 1,'ational Cereals and Produce Board. In 
such a case, part of the proceeds from the sales are 
remitted to AFC to repay the loan. Otherwise, the loanee 
is responsible for selling the produce and repaying the 
-A.F.C. The repayment of the loan is between one and 
two years for the short-term loans. An interest rate of 
10# to 11# is charged.on most loans. For s:mall farms,
AFC concentrates on medium-term loans, 70# of which are 
for purchase of dairy cows. However, small scale short
term seasonal crop loans such as the newly started 
Seasonal Credit Scheme and Integrated Agricrultural 
Development Programmes are partly channeled: through AFC. 
Other smallholder credit schemes^administered through 
A.F.C. include International Development Association 
(IDA 105 ) Smallholder Credit Project Phase II.

IDA 1-05 project finances crops, livestock development, 
poultry development and farm machinery and -equipment.
It carries an interest rate of 10# p.a. ’ Th-iLs project 
is financed as follows:- A.F.C. and Governr-.ent 20# of 
total loan; IDA (V/orld 3ank)- 60#, and the farmer is 
expected to contribute 20##of the total borrowed, mainly 
in the form of labour. AFC also operates Unites States 
Agency for International Development (U0AID) programmes, 
which finance similar enterprises as IDA (105 ) above, 
but at 11# interest p.a.
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Apart.from the above programmes which are financed by 
the external agents, AFC also operates its; own lending 
programme financed by its own funds to smallholder . 
farms, known as AFC Small Scale Loans (AFC SSL). For the 
funds borrowed under this programme, 10% interest rate' 
p.a. is charged. The AFC SSL programme finances a wide 
range of farm items such as dairy, poultry .and op-ip 
like maize, beans,, sugar cane and others. Until 1979,
AFC used to operate the Guaranteed Minimum Return Credit 
(GMR), which contained crop insurance elerrent. It used 
to finance the production of maize and / or- wheat, only 
in the scheduled growing areas. The mininnaan acreage 
allowed was 15 acres. It used to provide Eshs.500/- per 
acre of maize at an interest of 10% to -11%. Apart from 
the terminated GMR scheme, all other loan facilities 
through AFC required that the borrower pledges his land 
title deed as security.

Table 2.3 below illustrates the loan disbursement for 
the live small scale credit schemes in Kavujai, by the 
AFC Branch for the 1979/80 season. The programmes 
involved are IDA 105 Phase II, AFC Small Scale Loan 
(AFC SSL), Integrated Agricultural Development Programme 
(IADF), USAID and the newSeasonal Credit Steheme (SCS).
A total of Kshs. 1, *+18,800 was disbursed. Figures for 
repayment were not available.



~Table 2.3 Loan Disbursement in Kavujai Division by
A.F.C. for 1979/80 Season. ___

Credit Programme Interest
Pate %

Number of 
Approvals

Amoun’t Disbursed 
K.Shs.

IDA 105 Phase II 10 36. 313,100
AFC Small Scale 

Loans 10 6 72,500
I.A.D.P.‘ 11 13 59,700

U.S.A.I.D. 11 - mm

Seasonal Credit 
Scheme 11 94 973,500

Total mm 149 1,418,800

Source: A.F.C. Bungoma Branch.

2.2.2 Co-operative Bar.k of Kenya (CBK)

The Co-operative Bank of Kenya is a major Commercial Bank 
involved in lending funds to boost the agricultural sector.
The Co-operative Bank of Kenya was established in order to 
mobilize the financial resources and provide a source of 
finance for the Co-operative Movement. It was registered 
under the Co-operative Societies Act. in 1965 but started 

operating in 1968, when it was also registered under the 
Banking Act. The Co-operative Bank does not deal directly 
with individual farmers and only lends to registered 
Co-operatives Societies under the various Co-operative Credit 
Schemes. The Co-operative Societies are, in turu, responsible 
for lending to individual member farmers and also collects 
the repayments and remits to Cooperative Bank of Kenya.

The Bungoma Co-operative Bank, which serves Kavujai farmers 
in addition to farmers from other Divisions, is a(Banking) 
Section of the Bungoma District Farmers Co-operative Union.
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The union is headed by a General Manager who is in charge 
of thp entire organizational set-up. The Co-operative 
Bank is headed by the Secretary, who is in charge of 
several banking clerks. Its financial activities are audited 
by*the Audit Section in the Department of Co-operative 
Development. As far as farmers’ loans are concerned, the
banking section works in close liaison with the credit section, 
another section in the union, headed by the Credit Secretary. 
Unlike the A.F.C., the Co-operative Bank accepts deposits- but. 
from members only, and the minimum deposit to at in
the customer's account is Kshs.5/-. It pays an interest rate 
of 5% p.a. on deposits.

To maintain am account with the Co-operative Bank one must 
be a member of a Co-operative Society affiliated to the union 
and sell one's produce through the Society. The Co-operative 
Bank has accounting branches in various societies whose 
membership requires a payment cf Kshe.7/- and buying cf at 
least one share of Kshs.20/-. The services to the Co-operative 
members are performed jointly by the Bungoma Union and the 
Department of Co-operative Development, with the Departmental 
officials mainly acting in advisory capacity. However, 
before any money is cashed from the bank by any society, it 
has to be approved by the District Co-operative Officer (DCO) 
by countersigning the withdrawal cheques.

For all the credit activities, the Bungoma Union follows
the credit policy as outlined in the Commissioner of 
Co-operative Development's 'Circular No.9/72, issued by the 
Commissioner to, among others, all Co-operative Unions in 
the country on 27th November, 1972, which state0 ■<"ta1* ®He? —

1) "Each member shall be allocated a fixed credit 
limit:-
Reason:- To enable a positive credit control and

avoid excessive indebtedness, while still
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allowing for necessary inputs an credit.
2) The limit shall not exceed 10% of the average

annual crop value of coffee or 5$ of the average 
annual crop value of pyrethrum or milk. The 
credit outstanding is recovered in full from 
each subsequent payment and can. ki» drawn again 
up to the limit fixed. In both the above cases, 
it is assumed that the percentages are far in' 
excess of what is normally spent as production 
costs for the respective producer., *r-.

3) Failure to repay the credit outstanding will 
result in a "black list" of defaulters being 
circulated to all officers allowed to issue 
goods or funds as credit to members.

b) A member shall only be allowed to collect goods 
on credit from one store, or with, a written 
authority from that store, if the goods arei*
available elsewhere.

5) Default in repayment of a due loan instalment 
will result in "black listing" as mentioned in 
paragraph 3 ^bove.

6) A "black list" member shall not b« eligible for 
loans.

Reason:- A member, alreadyknown- as a "bad debtor", 
does not’ qualify for a Loan,

7) All credit limits shall be reviewesd al the firei. 
committee meeting of a new financial year.
Reason:- Incre’ased or reduced prcx-duction may

warrant a different cred.it limit to be 
allocated to a member.**



The details of the process of making a loan to a member 
differ from society to society, depending on the by-laws 
of the society. In some cases, there are no formal 
procedures reauired for loans to members in form of inputs.

* • i

If a society finds itself with some surplus inputs in 
store, then the Secretary/Ke.reger is allowed to advance 
to the members who may need folio tf-up and subsequent
repayment. In normal circumstar c ; c , the procedure fcllcvc-d 
is roughly as outlined below;-

i) The interested member makes an application to the
i. Society’s Loan Committed which comprises of thei 1Chairman, Secretary/ Manager and Treasurer; 

sometimes a Co-operative Development representative 
and a representative from District Agricultural 
Officer's Office are invited but only in an 
Advisory capacity.

..... The loan application fo~m includes thirteen
___categories of questions* which. include +-h» produce

marketed through the society for the last three 
years, the security offered (which is mainly his 
estimated production during the repayment period),

* the names of two guarantors, a proposed repayment 
schedule, personal information relating to the 
applicant and his family, pieces of land operated 
by the applicant, other real movable property, 
investment, debts outstanding, non-farm income,

. and the. extension officers' statement.
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ii) Following the Committee meeting, the successful 
applicants, and their guarantors each must sign 
a loan agreement. The guarantors must be full 
members of the Society. The loan agreement must 
also be witnessed by two oth?r members who are 
familiar with the borrower and his guarantors.

iii) All the loan approvals from the Society,
any other funds that the Society may apply for, 
for its general purchases, are forwarded to the 
Union Loan Committee in Bungoma. The Committee 
which includes the Chairman, the General Manager, 
the Credit Secretary and the Banking Secretary, . is 
scrutinizes each application individually.lAfter approval of the lean application, the Union 
enters into another loan agreement with the Society, 
represented by the Chairman, the Secretary and 
Treasurer. The District Co-operative Officer is 
also a signatory to the agreement which specifies 
the total loan-package and the period for which the 
loaat contents shall be made available to the Society. 
Loans are paid out in three different ways depending 
on the purpose for which they are meant

1) Members may draw against their credit facil
ities by obtaii.ing goods on credit from 
Societies/Union stores or private merchants
• • ' * «  o  v» o  n o i  m V m » * e a ^  K w  f  C a a i  a f ' r  T  n~ ~ ~ ~ - O w •*•*** — •/ • ——
cases of Union stores or private merchants, 
the borrower needs to get a "loans in —  
kind notification" from his own Society.

2) Loans may, in certain instances, be given in 
cash, as for the payment of labour on tha 
borrower's farm. Cash advances are given 
only at the tine they, are needed. 3

3) The Society may also perform some duties for 
the member such as transportation of some 
items by the Society/Union vehicle, 
preparation of land by the Society tractor, 
etc. on credit.
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The conditions to be fulfilled by-the loan applicant vary 
from one society to another,'depending on the by-laws cf 
the society as well as from one loan scheme to another.’

For example, to qualify for IADP, SP3CP or FiSS loans, 
a farmer must have attended one week's course at a Farmers'’ 
Training Centre (FTC). He must have taken lessons at the 
FTC on crop husbandry, Co-operative Principles and loan 
management. He must also accept a loan package as provided 
for and the form in which it is issued. For IADP and SPSCP, 
he will get 75% of the loan as ferm inputs and 25% in cash. 
fip for FISS, all is provided in kind. These conditions an*1 
in addition to individual society's requirements.- Generally, 
when one examines the societies in Kavujai, one finds that 
an application may be refused at sbeiety level if the
applicant does not fulfil some ori all the following condition
1 _ 1 1

That the application:-
i) Must be honest and trustworthy as judged by the 

committee from his past dealings in the Society;
ii) Must not have any othei loan with tne Society or 

must not be indebted tc the Society/Union;
iii) Should have a capital share in the Society, each 

capital share is from Kshs.20/- to Kshs.100/-;
iv) Must have sound mind and be over 1§ years old;
v) Must be an active member of the Society; and
vi) Must be a farmer who has been a member of the 

Society for a minimum of three years.
The amuuiii, ui loan approved must be within the limit oi the 
maximum amount provided for by the relevant programme.
The repayments of all the Society/Union loans are usually 
recovered through deductions made against the payment to 
deliveries of produce. The Co-operative Bank, either at 
Societies level cr Union ’level, may accept cash payments.
Once the loans are made by the Union to the Societies, the 
societies are held responsible for all the loans to their 
members. This means that if a society does not pay back 
its loan in full, then no further loans will be made to it 
by the Bank/Union, irrespective of whether some of its 
members have settled all their loan dues or not.
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'phis affects any further loans to other members of the 
Society even those who might not^have received any loans . 
before. The samp. rule applies to the union when repaying 
the loans to the Co-operative Bark Headquarters in 
Nairobi from Societies.

The interest rate charged on the Co-operative loans depends 
on the type of scheme, but it is generally between 10% and 
12v in Bungoma. The Co-operative movement has -the widest 
distribution channel of production credit to su.all
through a number of schemes as ou tlined below;-

*: |..............
1) Co-operative Production Credit Scheme (SPCS) 

Co-operative Production Credit Scheme is a short
term, as well as a medium-term credit schema.
It is also used for production of crops other
than coffee. j

f *
2) United States Agency fo ? International Development

__________  (USAID)_____________________________
USAID is operated through Co-operative Bank andi
A.F.C. The conditions ire similar to those 
administered through A.F.C., only that if loaned 
through Co-operative Societies, land title is 
not pledged as security, as is the case with 
th eunoiuial h.F .C .  lo"ans.»

3) Integrated Agricultural. Development Programme(IADP)
IADP is a relatively new credit programme introduced 
in lyyb. ’Tbe objective of this programme was to
cater for the small scale farmers who had not been--
able to benefit from the already existing credit 
facilities. Seventy five per cent of the available' 
funds under this scheme lending to the farmers is 
channelled through C.B.K., while the other 25# is 
through A.F.C. Through the Co-operative Societies, 
there is no land title deed required as security.
IADP loans carry an interest rate of 12# p.a. and 
borrowers are supposed to operate within a specified 
crop package which varies from arec» to area. IADP is 
financed by the Wo r I'd Bank, in collaboration with th 
Government of Kenya.
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*+) Smallholder Production Services ensad Credit Projects
( SPSCP )

SPSCP was started in 1975 and is financed by the 
International Development Association (IDA). It is 
very similar to IADP in both consul cions and 
management. The only difference 'JLs that it is 
wholly channelled through CPK, natt AFC. It also 
operates through a specified crop package relevant 
to specific areas. It has an interest rate of 12& 
p.a. aria casts onxy one crop seaasa.

5) Farm Input Supplies Scheme (FISSX;
FISS was introduced in 1976 with «the objective of 
making farm inputs readily available to small scale 
Co-operative farmers in less developed areas of 
Kenya. It aims at assisting financially weak Co-oper- • 
ative Unions and Societies through provision of 
credit in the establishment of thoe stores for farm 
inputs and produce, -t also provides funds for 
lending directly to the farmers Inc the form of 
inputs at no interest at all. Tfcas funds and "technical 
advice" for FISS are provided by bile Danish Inter
national Development Agency (DANI25A). The exvension 
service is provided by the Government of Kenya, through 
the Ministries of Agriculture and Co-operative 
Development.

6) Seasonal Credit Scheme (SCS):

This credit scheme, which was started during 1980 
crop season, was introduced as a replacement to the 
GMR which was discontinued as already mentioned.
It is channelled through both Co-crperative Unions 
and A.F.C. It is proposed to be ravailable to farmers 
for the production of maize and oitiier grains. It 
caters for farmers with land ranging from 10 acres and 
above and is available for only om«a season. The 
maximum amount allowed in 1980 was JK.Shs.750/- per 
acre of the crop in question.
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7) Smallholder Coffee Improvement Pro f’ramme( SCIP) :
This ip the newest of the credit programmes which 
has been introduced to cater for smallholder coffee 
formers* It is aimed at both the expansion of
acreage under cof*ec ar.c* ^^ tne itianag&ment
of the already existing one. It Ls only in coffee- 
growing areas.

Totals of 2,573; 3,093 and 2,390 loans were disbursed 
by Bungoaa District Co-operative Union to the farmers 
for the 1976/77, 1977/78 and 1978/79 crop seasons 
respectively. The credit schemes involved were 
CPCS, IADP, SPSCP and FISS. Table 2.4. gives a a 
summary breakadewn of these loans.

i '
Table 2.4: Co-operative Bank Loan Disbursement for CPCS,

IADP, SPSCP and FISS Programme for 1976-1979 
in Kavujai Division,,_______

Programs® 1976/77 .1977/73 1978/79
No. of Amount No. of Amount No. of Amount

Loanees X•Shs• Loanees K.Shs. Loanees K • Shs#
1*. CPCS 1,769 153,967.00 2,489 565,143-to 2,390 2,137,060.00
2* IADP 200 142,535.40 345 190,145.55 «■ .• ** «?•
3. SPSCP 324 325,336.35 - - - -
4. FISS 280 119,481.50 259 133,047.70 - «•

total 2,573 741,321.05 3,093 838,.336.35 2,390 2,137,060.20

Source: Bungoma District Farmers'vCo-operative Union*

In/1977/78 Crop Season the Co-operative Bank approved K.Shs.600,C0/the 
SPSCP loans to the farmers. However, tfce fa.Jici'S to

take the loans because they were approved latte by the Co-operative 
Bank. The following Seaspn,the Union did naifc apply for any loans 
under IADP, SPSCP and FISS due to non-payment of the previous 
loans by the farmers.



2.2.3 Commercial Banks(other than C5K):
There are eight commercial banks in Kenya other than the 
Co-operative Bank of Kenya. Three of these are involved 
in agricultural lending. The three which are active in 
Agricultural Cicdlt are the Kenya Cowitterc.*-*! Bank, Barclays 
Bank of Kenya Ltd., and the Standard Bank. These three 
Banks have Branches distributed in many rural areas in the 
country. The others, which do little lending to farmers, 
are the National Bank of Kenya, the Commercial Bank of

.A
Africa, the Bank of Baroda, the Bank of Inaia and the Algemene 
Bank of Nederland.' These banks have their offices in major 
towns only.
The role of Commercial Banks in lending to agriculture has 
become more and• more important in the recent years. As earn 
be seen from Table 2.5* Commercial 3anks loans to agriculture 
have been increasing since 1972 at a rate between and
80% annually. The highest of these increases was experienced 
between 197^ and 1975. In 1975.K.£36,8^8,000 were lent toi»
Agriculture compared to K£.20, V?2,000 in 1971*.
Table 2.5 Commercial Bank Loans to Agriculture* in Kenya 

1972 - 1979

Year Total Loans Wade 
(£•000)

Increase over
previous year( % )

.1972 12,017
1973 17,798 . ' ^8.10
19 20,^72 15-©2
1975 36, W 79-99
1976 *+0,658 . 10.5*+
1977 5 *+.395 33-79
1978 72,517 33-31
1979 89,999 2*f.70 1

* Includes Forestry and Fisheries.
Source: Economic’Review 1977,1978,1979 and 1980.
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Despite this increase of participation in agricultural credit 
by commercial Banks, the relative lending to the agricultural 
sector as compared to the total lending perfomance has 
.remained low. This can be seen from Table- 2.6. below:-
fable 2.6: Commercial Bank Lending to Agriculture in

relation to other Commercial Rank Credit 
outstanding as from 1970 - 1930 in Kenya
____________ (K£*000)___________ __________

year Total Bank Credit 
Outstanding

■ ■ - ----- — ■<
Bank Credit Outstand
ing to Agricultural 
Enterprises

Agricultural Lend-j 
ing as a percentage 
of Total Credit

1970 86,9*+5 9,335 10.7
1971 120,125 12,575 10.5
1972 100,339 12,57*+ 12.5
1973 99,695 12,017 12.0
197*+ 130,628 17,798 7.3
1975 178,*+36 20, *+72 11.5
1976 226,588 *+0,658 17.9
,1577 311,950 5*+,395 17.*+
1978 *106,810 .. 72,517 17.8
1979 *+85,995 89,999 18.5
1980* 560,270 100,966 18.0
Total 2,707,7*+5 *+*+3,306 16. k

* Up to September, 1980*
Source: Statistical Abstract 1977*1978,1979, and 1980.
From- Table 2.6 it can be noted that the percentage of 
the total loans from Commercial Banks that go for agriculture 
Sector has only increased from 10.7# to 18«,0# between 1978 
and 1980, This was an average percentage of 16.*+#. It is 
apparent that though agriculture provides nore than 50# of 
th« Kenya's Gross Domestic Product, the s&ctor oaly benefits 
from 16# of the Commercial Bank Loans. then, most of
these loans go to the large scale farming sector.



Three Commercial Banka have -their Branch' Offices in 3ungoraa 
Town and serve farmers in the whole District including 
Kavujai. The three banka are the Kenya Commercial Bank 
(KCR); Barclays Bank of Kenya Ltd., and the Standard 3ank.
The operational conditions of these banks are similar in most 
oases. All of the banks accept deposits.

Three types of accounts ere operated by the Commercial Banks, 
There is the savings account which has a minimum amount of 
deposit to be maintained in the account ranging from K.Shs. 
300/- for Standard Bank to K.Shs.500/- for Barclays Bank of 
Kenya. In 1979* the banks paid an interest of 5% p.a. oni
the deposits. The current account carries no interest 
and the amount of money required to open the account is 
K.Shs.1,000/-. A ledger (of service) fee of more than 
K.Shs.60/- every six months is charged. In the third type 
of account, a customer may fix his money with the bank for 
a longer time. The interest paid on the fixed account is 
more than 3% p.a. depending on the length of time the account 
is fixed, and the interest rates ruling at the time.

The three Commercial Banks advance loans and overdrafts for 
agricultural business. There seems to *be no clear-cut 
lending policy to the agricultural sector in these banks, 
despite the fact that agricultural lending should be given 
priority and be increased. Before a customer applies for 
a loan, he must maintain his account for more than 12 months. 
No preference is given to any type of account, whether 
current or savings. The customer who needs a loan is required 
to make an application to the Manager, stating:-

i) the amount of loan required;
ii) in his opinion, the suitable terms of repayment of 

principal loan;
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iii) The type of security which he intends to pledge 
and the value he thinks it has,

iv) . How he intends to utilize the loan if approved.

The Manager calls the applicant for an interview in which 
the application is either rejected or accepted. The factors 
taken into account before a loan is rejected or approved 
by the bank include:-

.1) Owners equity in relation to the amount being
requested; one bank restricts ths* raaxlu^m amount 
allowed-to half the applicant's direct income 
other than from the farm;

2) Past earnings or business returms;i i 3) Adequate records of accounts on kris farming and 
the ability to repay the loan;

4) Whether the security being offered is sufficient • 
or not;

5) The' terms being sought for the loan are either 
too short or too long to be profitable;

6) Indebtedness of the applicant elsewhere and 
whether there will be risk of loess to the ... 
bank lending the money or not.

If the applicant is successful, an agreement is signed by 
the applicant before a lawyer after which tjfce bank grants the 
loan to the applicant. The whole process ts&kes about three 
months and may cost the applicant about Ksfess. 500/- to 
Kshs.600/- on the transport* search for the parcel of land, 
legal and other fees. The banks charged arc interest rate 
of 9% to 10% in 1979 depending on the purpasse of loan and 
the-terms. The maximum period for the lcart repayment is 
36 months.



Available information from two of the three Commercial 
Banks in Bungoma reveals that there are no loans given 
which are unsecured and that the security Allowed is 
land title deed 1_. It is argued that other movable assets 
are not accepted because they tend to disappear from the 
farm if the loanee senses danger of failing to repay.
Ther® are other factors considered Other than security*

Such factors include:-
•

1) The purpose for which the loan is sought’, and
its priority rating;

2) The ability to repay the loan; *<

3) The suitability of the repayment conditions;
and

*0 The viability of tne project and its ability to
generate money.I

Customers' loan applications are rejected on 5 major grounds:-
a) Inadequate security;
b) Low and Seasonal flow of income;
c) Unreliable character of the applicant;
d) Unrealistic expenditure being proposed in the

application: and
e) Expenditure proposed being in conflict with 

Government policy.

For tne two banks studied, there were 1,800 loan applications 
in the last 12 months ending on December, 30 19?9» Of these, 
1,126 were for agricultural purposes which represents 62*5# 
of the total applications. A total of .1,070 applicants were 
successful (i.e. 59.**# of 1,800) and Ohly ^ 0  of them were 
for agricultural undertakings. These ^90 represent 
of the total loans approved. *+3*5# of the agricultural loans 
requested and only 27• 2# of the total loans applied for 
within 12 months.

The researcher could not be allowed to get into the details 
of one commercial bank as the Manager claimed he had r.ct 
been given clearance from the ^ead Office in Nairobi*
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"The amounts of money involved were ncj available to the • 
researcher. The Commercial Banks foreclose and auction 
farms and other pledged assets in case of non-payments.

2 .2 ,k Kenya Farmers' Association(KFA)• —- ■ —■ ■■ - - . — -11 i i, . •

The Kenya Farmers' Association(KFA) is a Country-wide 
Co-operative Organization v/hich was founded in 1915 by 
some European farmers. The membership of KFA includes 
both individual farmers (mainly large scale) and 
Co-operative Organizations. KFA has three operative 
Branches with shops in Bungoma District. They are located 
at Bungoma Town, V/ebuye Town and Kimilili Market Centre. 
The farmers from Kavujai Division are served by the 3ranch 
in Bungoma Town. Many items used by farmers are sold by 
KFA at Bungoma Town. These items range from small tools 
to heavy pieces of machinery used by farmers as well as 
fertilizers, seeds, pesticides and other seasonal inputs.

KFA makes very short-term credit mainly to aembers, but 
also to r.on-members, in the ■fora o'f farm inputs. Members 
may be advanced inputs on credit, which must be repaid 
within 90 days from the end of the month in which the 
purchases are made. For non-members, they are expected to 
settTe their debts within 30 days following the end of the 
month in which the inputs were supplied. KFA may levy 
interest on overdue balances. Due t.o the short period 
allowed for credit, the credit facilities available from 
KFA are only for those farmers who may be exrpectipg seme 
cash later or some other loan but wish to have inputs 
earlier than the time money is available. In this respect, 
KFA in Bungoma is more of an input supplier "shop" to the 
farmers than a credit institution. There are no outlined 
procedures for loan application and approval in the KFA shop. 
A farmer purchases the required inputs either in cash or 
on credit. '
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jf the lat,ter is the case, then an invoice is issued
wUiwii oiiould be' settled within the required period.
The were no statistics of the credit performance of
the KVA made available to the researcher because there • *
was no standardized system of recording- credit other than 
keor-”" receipts of invoice copies.

Table 2.7 gives a summary of the most important credit 
schemes operating in Kavujai, the conditions required 
for potential participants and the disbursement'performanc

I
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Table 2.7: A sv.jr.T.ary of the Credit Programmes, t-heir-
Conditions and Disbursement in Kavujai, 
Bungoma District 1976/77 - 1975/79

institution/ 
Programme: Conditions Interest

--------------- f
IDisbursement

K.Shs.
A) AFC-
1) G.H.F. 1e For wheat and maize only 

2. Land size 15 acres >r more 
5. Maximum per acre K.5hs. 

500/- 0977)
k. Crop insured 
5. Gazetted areas only

r̂\a/ . _i v/v VS X 
11#

•Wfcj. .

2) IDA(105) 
Phase II

1. Land Title Deed
2. Smallholder with an; 

income less than K*.5hs. i,3 
P# &•

3* Grace period:
Livestock - 3 years 
Crops - 2 years 
Poultry - 1 year 
Machinery

k. Farm Model for Investment:
5 acres of selected crop__ . _ ̂ __ _ _u-
100 laying hens 
1 60 HP Tractor

10#
00

1976/77:

^90,783.90

1978/79P

313*100.00

3) AFC(SSL) 1. Crop and Livestock 
i enterprises of

recommended varities 
and breeds 
respectively

2* No title deed, but: r
a) ^roof of legal 

ownership.
b) A Power of Attorney 

in which the owner.

10# ^8,000.00
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r hle 2.7 cContinued*?

institution/
Programme: Condition Interest Disbursement

K.Shs.
authoiiiies AFC to register 
on his land when registered . 10* 1978/00

3. Meant to serve smallholders 
with non-registered land. ‘*¥**500.00

k) IADP 1* Smallholder with leaffthan 
20 acres of land

~4tr
2. Only for maize,sunflower 

or beans.

11* 1976/37:
21^,370.00

3» Short training on Agric
ulture (^days) at FTC. *■

l Pledge land Title Deed.
5. Sell produce through 

Cereals and Produce 
Board only. 59,700.00

5) SCS
!

1. For maize growing and wheat 11*
1t

1976/77:

• •
2. Pledge of land title deed
3* Sell Produce through 

National Cereals and 
Produce «oard

- rSSM

1978/79:
No acreage limit 973.500.00

TOTAL AFC 1,^18,800.00

B) Commercial
Banka; 1.
P 2 T* c 1 
Banks 2.

Standard 
Bank 3.
Kenya i , 
Commercial '*

5.

Pledge land title deed.

Have an account witn the 
bank for minimum of 12 
months*
Pledge other movable 
assets.
Approved a minimum 
loan of K.Sh.2,000/-.
Amount restricted to a 
minimum of half of his 
net off-farm regular 
income per year*

9%

to
10*

■ ~ :

1978/79:
^90 loans
(Amount not 
available).
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liable 2»7 Continued:

institution/ 
proi?raanle *

Conditiona Inte rest
-----------------
Disbursement 

K•Sns*

■'t "J.C/

- 1976/77:

' *■ *53,967.So

2,137,060.00

129& 1976/77:

325,336.00

■ - . . --

c) Co-op* Dnion: 
(Co-op. 3ank)
c?cs 1. 21 or sore years clu.

2. Member of Society for 
three or more years.

3. Should have marketed 
produce through the 
Society for three 
years or more before.

4. Allowed for only 14 
months or less.

5. Can borrow a maximum 
of not more than two 
thirds of average net 
value of deliveries 
made by him to Society 
ies over the proceed
ing 3 years and not 
more than 103> of the 
total available for 
lending to members*

2. SF3CP: 1. For farmers with less 
than 20 acres of land.

2. Farmer must attend a 
course at the FTC on 
agriculture for 4 days 
or more.

3. Must be a member of 
Co-operative Society.

4. Should have not 
received gross per 
capital income from
the farm in excess of 
K.Shs.800/- but has 
the potential to do so.

5. Have two loan guaran
tors who are members of 
the Society.
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r „hTe 2.7 Continuedf

institution/ Conditions Interest DisbursementProgramme: K.Shs.
6 . Accent a cron package of 

three acres one of cotton.
maize and sunflower or
bAAnfi AAf*h.a- i [

7. Receive 75& of the loan W

8.
in kind.  ̂h* r — -  .

Maximum amount of lo.ui
allowed for tnree ac:»e 
package is KShs.1,00‘)/-.

3. IADP 1. Conditions 1,2,5*6,7, and 
8 same as SPSCP abovo. 12% 1976/77:

, 2. If do not meet the Co- 142,535,^0
1 operative conditiofia can

get it through AFC by 
pledging land title 
deed. f. 1978/79:

3 . Agree to sell all 
produce tnrougn the .

officially apDointed
agency. 190,481.5C

4. FISS 1. Fulfil all co-oper
ative conditions
outlined in section

f*e. - of this
text. 0% 1976/77:

2. Accept a crop package 
of two acres each of

' cotton or sunflower,
maize or beans. 119.481.50 * |

3* Maximum loan allowed is 
KShs.500/- for the
Mm . m —. » —' Mb «k — — - ® - — .w 9*\j owi c

4. Conditions 2,3*and 5 1978/79:
of SPffP also apply.1

-ixv ndo nn...-----  j
* ^976/77 season is taken for Co-operatives because that is the onlj 
season when all the four schemes operated in Kavujai at the same 
time.
Source: From discuesions with various agenda* involved, 1979»
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2.3 Evaluation of Small Farm Credit Performance in Kavu1*i
Repayment Performance

Agricultural loan repayment has been generally poor in Kenya 
as a whole. In 1979, as already mentioned, the Government 
abolished the GMR scheme due to peer repayment performance 
by the farmers. In his analysis of the loan repayment 
recorua of all loans issued by A.F.C., Josef Vasthoff(1963) 
reports very poor repayment performance. The x-epajmeti&

i “7-performance of loanees has been generally very low in 
Bungoma District as a whole and j.n Kavujai Division in ;

As at the end cf March, 1979 Bungoma District Co-operative 
Union owed the Co-operative Bank of Kenya about Kshs. 6 
million in arrears since 1976. The individual farmers and

Bungoma District farmers owe A.F.C. some 20 million shillings 
in the form of GMR arrears. As for the other development 
loans (e.g. A.F.C. SSL, IDA, USAID), the corporation has m  
some cases, been forced to foreclose and even auction --- 
farms belonging to defaulters. The repayment performance 
in the new seasonal loams has also been very low.

Though the small scale loans such as IADP, SPSCP and FISS_
are seasonal loans and are due for repayment immediately 
after the harvest at the end of the first year, only 
19.5% of the total IADP and SPSCP loans had been repaid 
as at 5tat March. 1979. These were loans given during the 
1976/77 crop season. As at the end of October, 1979, a*1 average 
accumulated rate of 71% ana 43% for IADP and SPSCP 
respectively outstanding loans since 1976/7? season had been 
recovered. For the loans issued in 1977/72, IADP stood at 
average repayment rate of 14.4% and FISS at 12%. No SPSCP 
loans were given to farmers during this seasons Tables 2.8 
and 2.9 illustrate the repayment performance of IADP,SPSCP 
and FISS’ loan schemes and their operations xn Kavujai Division.

particular.

Societies owed the Union about Kshs.3 million. Since 1964,



2.8 Principal Loans Given, Accrued Interest and -Repayment Rates of IAD?, 
SPSCP, and FISS During the 1976/77 Season as at 31/10/79 by Societies
in Bungoma District, Kenya.______________________________________ ,_____

Season Project/
Society

No. of 
Loanees

Principal 
Loans Giv<

(K.Shs.

Accrued 
n̂ Interest

K.Shs.

Total Loan: 
KShs.

Repayment 
as at
30/10/79

Kshs.

Percentage! 
of Total | 
Loan Repai 

%

Date Repayment 
Dae 

d

1976/79 I ADP: 
Kabula 18 17,272.00 5,226.35 22,498.35 10,356.20 46.0 31/12/77Kitinda 40 35,013.40 10,437.90 45,451.30 23,738.55 52.2 31/12/77Sasuri 23 12,046.00 2,232.70 14,278.70 13,952.55 97.8 31/12/77Hamango•fulo 35 21,841.00 4,581.00 26,422.50 22,176.40 83.9 31/12/77Chesikaki 37 20,010.00 3,233.65 23,243.65 20,779.20 89.4 31/12/77

*
Menu 47 36,353.00 6,723.20 43,076.20 34,367.75 79.3 31/12/77

Tc t al for IADP 200 142,535.40 32,435.30 1174,970.70 125,380.65 71.6
1976/77 SPSCP:

South Kanduy i 58 57,195.35 16,997.10 74,192.45 49,132.25 66.2 31/12/77Kimugui 79 70,994.00 21,918,80 92,912.80 38,503.90 41,4 31/12/77
Kba!aba 59 38,816.50 11,392.35 50,508.85 31,785,85 6 3 .3 31/12/77
Khachonge 73 6 1,010.00 19,135.65 80,145.65 29,058.10 36.2 31/12/77
V.'ebuye 55 97,320.50 30,802.05 128,122.55 34,725.45 •27.1 31/12/77

To tal for SPSCP: 324 325,336.35 100,245.95 425,582.30 183,205.65 <43.0

1976/77 FISS:
Webuye 124 51,430.00 51,430.00 20,885.10 40.6 31/12/77
Kimalewa 67 30,837.00 - 30,837.00 18,080.80 58.6 31/12/77
Lukusi 89 . 37,214.50 - 37,214.50 24,069.60 64.7 31/12/77

Total for FISS: 280 119,481.51 - ' . 1 < , 4 81.9-0 65,055.50 52.76
Sourct: Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Co-operative Development Progress Report on “ADP,SPSCP

and FISS October, 1979; and Annutl Report 1979.



T a b l e  2 . 9 :  Pr:.Bciyal Loans Given, Interest Accrued end Repayment Rates of IADP and: •_
F H i S  Programmes During 1977/78 Crop Season as at 31/10/79 by Societies in 
Bungoma Dietrict, Kenya,____________________-______________________________

Season Project/
Society

!:No. of 
Loanee

Piincipal 
s Leans give 

K.Shs.
Accrued 

n Interest 
K.Shs.

Total Lo £ji 
K.Shs.

Repayment 
as at
31/12/79

K.Shs.

Percen
tage of 
Loan Repai 

%

Date
Repayment

d Due \\
1077/78 IADP:

S. Kanduyi 32 22,023.50 4,514.15 26,537.65 6,324.65 23.8

!i«. *

31/12/78'
Kimugui 54 23.126.00 4,637.90 27,763.90 2,864.50 10.3 31/12/78
Kimalewa 76 54,651.00 1',008.30 65,659.30 10,443.40 15.9 31/12/78
Webuye 45 49,633.00 10,284.10 59,917.30 1,772.30 2.9 31/12/78
Khachonge 26 5,580.00 ',113.55 6,693.55 2,513.05 37.5 31/12/78
Kitinda 35 12,310.55 2,468.75 14,779.30 5,194.85 35.1 31/12/78
Kabula 37 14,809.50 3,071.95 17,881,45 876.00 4.9 31/ 12/78
Sasuri 1 • 1,019.50 274.25 1.293.75 650.00_ -*50.2 31/12/78
Menu 19 6,992.50 1,536.90 8,529.40 2,377.10 27.9 31/12/78

Total for IADP: 3^5 190,145.55 38,909.85 229,055.40 32,965.85 14.4
1977/78 FISS:

Webuye 149 70,351.20 70,351.20 3,713.70 5.3
i11

31/12/78 *
Lukusi 43 25,563.05 - 25,663.05 3,866.00 15.0 31/12/78
Bumu$a 65 37,033.45 •m 37,033.45 8,433.30 22.3 31/12/78

l

To tal for FISS: 239 133,047.70 jl33,047.70 16,015.00 ir.) , •I

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Co-operative Deve’optent Progress Report
lor IADP, SPSCP and FISS, October, 19 79* and Annual Report 'I97S.
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3 .  REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

3 . 1  Credit and Finance
*

The term "finance” has many meanings depending on the context 
in which it is used and the professional leaning of the 
user. 'Thus, in order to avoid the possible ambiguity of the 
term in this study, its meaning must of necessity be first 
established.

To a public servant, finance refers to public funds under 
the custody of an authorized accounting officer, for meeting 
public expenses. A.S. Hornby, E.V. Gatenby and H.Wakefield 
(1963) O7»P.370) refer to finance as the "Science of 
Management of public money". Graham Bannock, et al (1972)
(3) hold that finance refers to the provision of money when 
and where required. Finance in thi-s context may be required 
for consumption or for investment. When it is provided for 
the latter then it becomes capital finance and can therefore 
be distiguished into business finance, consumer credit and 
public finance.

W.G. Murray and A.G. Nelson (1980) (31tP»3) have a much 
wider understanding of the term. In their view, finance 
refers to acquisition and use of capital. Agricultural 
Finance is understood by them as the study of financing the 
farm business. It goes further to include institutional 
aspects of "credit" which involve the basic structure and 
characteristics of lending institutions as related to 
obtaining and using credit in the farm business.

In the context of this study, the term "finance" is used to 
oean money needed for use in transacting and for the 
acquisition of resources used in the process of production. 
Credit is understood as either finance or other capital inputs, 
0r both, required for the production process and which is 
acquired with an understanding that the amount so borrowed

CHAPTER III -
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and the accompanying services will be paid for at a later 
time period. In the agricultural production process, credit 
is used to acquire needed resources of production. It 
should be noted that without these inputs (factors of 
production), then credit in any form becomes functionless, 
unless it is for consumption.

3.2 Small Farm and Farm Credit
High farm income and a high level of living resulting from 
high productivity require the right combination of land, 
labour, capital and management. Any of these four 
resources of production can be limiting. When capital is 
limiting on the farm relative to other resources, then
1
the productivity of these other resources can be increased 
by providing more capital. Under such circumstances, 
credit will be necessary, if the farmer cannot finance the 
limiting inputs from his own resources. E.O. Heady and 
H.R. Jensen (195*+) (15»P«591) were, of the opinion that the 
purpose of credit is to increase resource productivity or 
income and levels of living. Credit will only be necessary 
in the smallholder agriculture if finance or other forms of 
capital necessary for production are limiting. If credit is 
made available under such a situation, then it can lead to 
the development of small scale farms.
If capital is not a binding constraint, then some other 
factor or factors should be looked for to explain lack of 
development of smallholder agriculture. The important 
question is, therefore, whether finance is a constraint in 
small scale farming in Kenya or not.

3.3 Some Work Dor.e on Small Farm Credit
A number of studies have been carried out on smallholder 
credit in Kenya.
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Most of these studies have assumed that credit is a 
constraint in small scale agriculture and have proceeded 
to find ways and means of increasing the provision of 
small scale credit to smallholders. One of the most 
comprehensive of these studies was conducted by G.F. 
ponalson and J.D. Von Pisehke (10). Their study revealed 
that the amount of total credit available to smallholders 
was very small especially to the very smallholders.

■“ "Of the 1.2 million smallholders, it seems that fewer 
than 250,000 have access to formal credit. These 
12 - 1 5 per cent are probaly in the upper quartile 
of smallholders in terms of farm size and gross 
income" (10,P.6).

Although their study recognised the Co-operative movement 
as the major source of smallholder credit In terms of 
volume and number of borrowers, it seemed to imply that 
the smallholders had been kept out of the reach of1 credit. 
It also revealed that those institutions lending to both 
large and small- scale agriculture sub-sectcsrs generally 
provided less to the small farm category.

The major reason given in their study for this phenomenon 
was the absence of both co-ordination among the credit 
institutions and the lack of integration af the provision 
of credit with the availability of inputs -and advisory 
services:-

"At a lower level, credit provision is frequently 
not well integrated with either the a^rai lability of 
inputs (e.g. the shortage of grade cattle), or with 
the provision advisory services" (10,F>»7).

The authors further recognized the immediate need to solve 
this problem and recommended that this cou.l.d be done by 
setting up a formal policy panel separate from any lending 
institutions, but with representation of ail institutions 
involved.



This argument was directed towards the already established . 
idea that credit was necessary in the development of small 
farms in Kenya. The absence of credit would therefore 
resulf into a constraint in specific functions and areas in 
Kenya agriculture, although the question off credit being 
a general constraint was left open. The authors point out:-

"whether or not credit is a- major overall constraint 
in Kenya agriculture may be irrelevant. What is almost 

- certainly the case, . in Kenya as elsewhere, is that 
credit is required for certain purposes -and in certain 
situations even if it is not a constraiint across the 

.... board" (10,P.19).
What is probably not discussed in this survey is that the 
magnitude of credit used is a result of both supply and 
effective demand for it. If there is low demand and high 
supply, the use will be low; if there is hi-gh demand but 
low supply, the use will still be low. If both supply 
and demand are high, then there will be increased use.

If credit is not a constraint in small farms, then the 
demand will be low, which will result into -Lew use. The 
firsi. task would be to establish whether o.z~ not credit is 
a constraint. A study by Judith Heyer in f9o2 (l6,P.8l) 
showed that credit was not a constraint in. small farm 
development. The result of her study showted that capital 
(financial capital) was not a binding constraint in Masii 
(Low Land Machakos) where she conducted ifoer survey.
Her original hypothesis that credit was a major limiting 
factor in peasant agriculture was discardedL. This hypothesis 
was discarded when it was found that credit was available 
but returns in agriculture were risky and Liow.

"there appears to be no acute shortage* of capital in 
Masii either among the farmers or traders and evidence 
suggests rather a shortage of profitable outlets for 
available funds" (16,P.81).
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Further evidence from her study suggested that small 
farmers had no difficulty in obtaining funds because.they 
had assets that they could easily liquidate. Their problem 
remained in finding profitable investment channels.

‘•The funds that are available on the farms do not 
go into agriculture but into cattle'* (l6,P.8l ).

Studies by J.D. Von Pischke about credit in Kenya Agriculture 
also support this opinion. His studios have shown that the 
•'need creed'* for credit in smallholdings is false.
Substantial savings are generated among smallholders and 
there is potential for additonal savings in these holdings.
Von Pischke also thinks that farm development is used as a 
"stepping stone" to secure credit for other non-faro 
investments.

"An acquaintance of the writer (Von Pischke's)/borrowed 
from a commercial bank for farm development (in this 
case a somewhat attractive and patriotic exercise for 
a banker in Kenya ) and used the funds, given in cash, 
for the purchase of additional land. Doubtless others 
who talked (of) farm development to their bank managers 
used their loan proceeds for investment in taxis, shops 
and for school fees and colossal binges" (36,P.13)»

• . . .
However, there does not seem to be enough evidence to--show that 
credit (or capital) is not a constraint in small faro 
agriculture. For example, Dr. Heyer’s observation that 
farmers prefer investing in cattle to agriculture is not 
enough evidence that finance is not a long- term operating• v
constraint on small farm output or productivity as such.
Cattle in many parts of Kenya are part of faro development. 
Oxen are used for tilling land in many parts of Kenya, 
including Machakos. When hired out for words, oxen and 
ox-ploughs fetch cash for other uses on the farm. In fact, 
some agricultural credit institutions, e.g. AFC, provide 
credit to small scale farmers to purchase oxen and ploughs 
as alternative to tractors (35»P*80).
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Von piscliko provides no statistical information in support 
of his contention about the misdirection of credit obtained 
in p-«*®nce of farm development. There is a possibility 
in Von Pischke's findings of a situation where agricultural 
credit is available on subsidized terms not tied up with 
the most profitable enterpi ;es. In such a case, a farmer 
may obtain the loan, but rather than use it on uprofitable 
farm development, he invests it into other lucrative 
business. This does not imply that the farmer has money 
of his own for faro development. Contrary to the findings 
of Keyer and Von Pischke about credit not being a constraint 
is small farm development, a study by Josef Vasthoff on small 
farm credit in Kenya noted that lack of credit is in fact e 
constraint on small farm development. According to results 
of his field work, credit extension has a positive impact on 
small farms income.

"The results obtained in the survey of 108 sample farms 
show that the extension of credit to smallholders can 
improve farm income substantially. Under the assumed 
data, the increment to net income as a result of the 
credit provided was calculated to be 206 Shs. per year 
the annual net return on average invested loan capital 
was 26#" (31,P. 112).

According*to Vasthoff's findings, therefore, the external 
aid to the small scale farm finance seemed to be a limiting 
factor on the development of smallholder agriculture and 
subsequent increase in income. Vasthoff went on and 
recommended -.that

"Priorities for the intended purpose of the loans should
be established in order to provide a oasis for dividing 
limited funds among the farm activities represented by 
the loan applicants. The approach to apportionment of lo
ans must stress economic aspects more than at present.
It must embrace a comprehensive analysis of the market 
and the market chances of the loan applicantM(35,P»H2).

According to this recommendation, the economic return of the 
enterprise should be the basis for the allocation of credit.
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Vasthoff also felt that if it could be established that 
some applicants had funds of their own, then their loan 
applications should be refused:-

't
'•Loan applications from farmers who are in a position 
to develop their farms with their own funds should 
be rejected without exception" (35»P» 112),

-

The rationale behind this recomnn ndation seems to ue that 
farmers who have substantial internal fund3 of their ownnare not constrained by lack of credit. Whether or not ♦’>is 
is true is subject to question. Furthermore, fanners with 
their own funds may borrow for many reasons. The funds may 
not be available for farm use dun to other pressing needs 
or possibly because credit is subsidized. All the same, 
ya*t:Mff recognized the limitations of funds in smallholder 
agriculture.

(
One of the more recent studies o:i small farm credit in Kenya 
was conducted by G.M. Mwabu in 1.)?6. In his study of Finance 
in smallholder Agriculture in Tharaka (Eastern Kenya), he 
found that there were some problems which hindered the 
development of small farms in the study area, which included 
lack of money.

"In order of their importance, the problems that 
constrain farm development in Nkondi (study area) are 
the following:-

1) Lack of farm machinery (mainly tracters)
2) Lack of water
3) Shortage and delays in farm inputs
4) Lack of mo nay
5) Lack of transport
6) Lateness in payments for cotton delivered to 

Co-operative Society
7) Lack of Pasture" (29,PP. 124 - 125)»

In general, Mwabu's findings also imply the need for finance 
in the small farms in his study area. This is confirmed in
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the same study when it was found that many farmers were 
benefitting from the intended credit*

"About 85# of the sample farmers think that the 
Co-operative credit they get to grow cotton is 
beneficial to them"*

He concluded his study by noting that:-
"There is evidence from the study area that credit 
Co-operative Societies can accelarate growth of 
small farm investment and incomes through their 
extension of credit to small farmers"'*. (29*P-12?)•

The Wwabu study was not concerned mainly with whether or 
not credit is a constraint in small scale farms development 
per se* Finance is definitely required in the development 
of smallholder agriculture ior the purchase* of modern inputs 
and for the adoption of new technology if the productivity 
of these farms has to be increased. It should be noted 
that in a money economy, credit can be uses! to purchase any 
limiting factor of production* Timely provision of such 
credit to the smallholder farmer v/ill therefore remove some 
of his constraining factors of production. This study 
therefore is designed to look into additional factors which 
affect the availability and utilization of the small scale 
farm credit by the small scale farmers. Xt therefore considers 
both institutional and farmer factors determining .
credit utilization in both magnitude, distribution and
disbursement as such.
Various studies have been carried out elsewhere along these 
lines and have come up with various reasoms and factors 
responsible for low credit distribution to small farmer.
In Uganda, Diana Hunt, in her study of "TJsas 1966 plans for 
the Expansion of Agriculture Credit", identifies various 
weaknesses in the proposals which would have affected the 
credit provision:

(i) "A number of proposed projects wvere not viable 
from farmer's point of view.
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<ii> Cooperative Societies would have been unable 
to cover their lending costs from the loan 
revenues.

(iii) It seemed highly unlikely that the scheme would 
have generated benefits exceeding the value of 
the social costs incurred.

(iv) A large proportion of the necessary supervisory 
staff were not available, nor had adequate 
provision for training been made.

<v) No clear policy was established by the Department 
of Agriculture regarding the use of credit to 
encourage innovations, and no provision «as 
made for Government to carry part of the risk 
of innovations where these had inadequate 
testing on peasant farms.

t (vi) No provision was made for the evaluation of 
the impact of the credit scheme'1 (18,PP.362-363).

A study by a group of FAO experts studying- the possibilities 
of strengthening the provision of credit to agriculture,
especially through Co-operatives, recommended the following

»»

six pre-requisites for a successful implementation of 
projects on agricultural credit.

1) . "The existence of adequate and sufficient socio
economic planning and desire of all part-iea and 
groups concerned to implement it. Effective 
planning presupposes the existence of adequate 
statistical material and an effective administ
ration at all levels.

2) An adequate rural infrastructure (roads, railroads, 
storage system, etc.).

3) An efficient system for stabilising fluctuations 
in prices for agricultural produce.

<0 A proper system of land tenure.

' 5) Adequate and effective arrangement for marketing 
and supply.

6) A well-organised and satisfactorily operated 
agricultural extension service"9 (12).
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The 6tudy also noted that continuity in Government Policies 
waa important for strengthening the agricultural credit, 
g #Sen (1968) in India, lays the whole blame of less parti
cipation by small farmers in small farm credit on* poor 
structure of the lending institutions, especially co-oper
stiver. He associates these trends of events with the
following factors:-

a) "Co-operative leadership and management is in the 
hands of larger farmers, therefore the needs of the 
smaller farmers are likely tc be overlooked when 
loans are being approved.

b) Land ownership is being used as the sole criteria 
for extending credit to members. The small farmer 
may not have adequate land for consideration.

• c) The Co-operative set-up lacks technical expertise 
and operational efficiency for dispensing 
production oriented credit; and

d) Lack of co-rdination between the agencies in charge 
of agricultural input supplies".

We conclude the review of the previous work done on the 
problems of small holder credit with a Recommendation by 
G.L. Johnson and Lewis K. Zerby (i960):

."In attempting to understand problems of credit as 
they relate to farmers, it is important to consider 
the historical, economic, sociological, and moral 
contexts within which these problems occur"^).

Although the importance of historical, sociological and 
moral factors in determining smallholder credit utilization 
is recognised, cnly economic factors are stressed for the 
purposes of this study.
The foregoing review indicates that there exist limitations 
of finance in the smallholder agriculture. In such a 
situation the smallholder farmer who lacks factors of 
production due to unavailability of funds can acquire them 
if credit is provided. This has been shown in the review 
to improve the farm income substantially.
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The review also reveals that small holders have limited 
access to farm credit. Other possible reasons cited 
for low utilization of small farm credit by small holders 
are:- * ' > _... r
- Lack of co-ordination between the provision of credit 

and the supply of inputs.

- Lack of adequate advisory s irvices to the farmer
by the credit institutions,

Jr -■*.

- Profitability of the enterprises to be financed, 
as determined by their economic returns.

iThis study examines these factor3, among others, in Kavujai
Division in relation to the objectives as outlined in

/ v

<
!



CHAPTER IV

MBTNODOIOGY

4. Survey Area 
4,“1 Size and Location
This otudy was conducted in Kavujai Division of Bungoma 
District in the ,'estern Province of the Republic of Kenya. 
Kavujai is the largest of the three Divisions in- Bungoma.
The other two Divisions are Kimiiili and Taagareri.
Kavujai covers znarea of 1,141 sq.km, of the total area of 
Bungoma District which is 3,046 sq.km. (27)- It comprises 
four of the eleven locations in the District. The four 
locations are East Bukusu, Nest Bukusu, North Malakisi and 
South Malakisi.
4.2 Choice of the Study Area

Kavujai Division of Bungoma District was selected for this 
study based on che following factors

(1) Kavujai is the largest of the adniinistrative 
Divisions in Bungoma and it contains about 82% of 
the smallholdings in 3ungoma District 1_. That is, 
out of a total of 123*039 smallholdings in Bungoma 
100,693 are found in Kavujai Div"Lsion.

(2) Kavujai Division has most of the facilitie^^ 
supporting agricultural development. For instances, 
there are two National Cereals arod Produce•3oard 
Depots, a KFA shop, a Co-operativ-s Union and a 
Branch Office for AFC in the division. There is 
also a railway station which facilitates the 
transportation of most farm inputs ac-d- tae movement 
of produce.

1« Mt. llgcn Division is mainly forested and has little 
agricultural land.
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N’zoia Sugar Factory and the administrative headquarters 
provide ready market for the farm produce. These facilities 
are assumed to have ah accelarating effect on the provision 
and use of agricultural credit for crop and livestock 
production in the area. As already mentioned in chapter II, 
AFC and Co-operative Union are the main agriculturallending 
institutions in the Division. KFA also supplies inputs to 
the farmers. The National Cereals and Produce Hoard Depots 
are the main marketing institutions for the farm produde.

All the smallholder credit facilities (which are the 
target of this study) operating in Bungoma District are found 
in this Division. IADP for example is confined to Kavujai 
Division only in the District.

k,J> Sample Selection and Sample Size

The sample size for this study was restricted to 60 farmers 
due to financial and time limitations and also to have a 
fairly large sample. Initially, this sample was intended 
to include loanees from the commercial banks who had taken 
agricultural loans. However, this was not possible as, 
according to the lending policy of the commercial banks, 
the researcher could not be allowed to scrutinize the loan 
register.

The first task in the sample selection was to get the 60 
farmers who would be statistically representative of the 
smallholder farmers who could qualify for small scale loans. 
Theoretically, the best sample selection wauld be that which 
would ensure that each ;arner in the population had the 
same probability of being included in the sample. Random 
sampling would be the best selection method to use. However, 
for the purpose of this study, a Purposive Systematic Random 
Sampling was used.
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By this method, two seperate samples were selected 
and put together to form one sample of 60 farmers. 
First, a list of 35*^00 farmers registered at the 
D.A.O.'s Office was compiled. By picking every 
hundredth name on that list, a sample of 35*f farmers 
was selected. These were farmers who had not had 
loans before. From the 35^ farmers, a smaller sample 
of 35 farmers was selected by picking every tenth 
name. Secondly a list of all the farmers with small 
scale loans for 1977/78 and 1978/79 seasons was 
compiled from the Co-operative Union and A.F.C.
This came to a total of 5730 loanees from whom a 
sample of 358 were selected by picking every 16th 
name on the list. Thereafter by picking every 10th 
name, a smaller sample of 35 loanees was selected.

The two samples were cross-checked for any names 
that might have appeared in both. The two samples 
of loanees and non-loanees were combined to give 
a single sample of 60 farmers. The remaining 10 
farmers together with an additional 5 chosen arbit
rarily formed the sample of 15 for questionnaire 
pretesting.

\
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Out of the 60 farmers that formed the sample for 
data collection, four were found to have left the 

District. Three others assumed to have been
r

non-loanees were found to have had loans the 
previous season and were therefore treated as 
loanees. Some four non-loanees were eliminated 
from the analysis when it was discovered that the 
information they gave was incomplete and unreliable. 
This, reduced the sample from 60 to 52, comprising 
33 loanees and 19 non-loanees.

\

To supplement the data collected from the sample 
farmers, the means for the variables used in the 
correlation analysis for the District were compiled 
from the Integrated Rural Survey (IRS*0 data 
collected by the Central Bureau of Satisfies, 
Ministry of Economic Planning and Development.
The means from the IRS^ were compared with those of 

the loanees and non-loanees. However, the IRS^ 

data could not be included in the t-test due to 

lack of some parameters. The confidentiality 

of the IRS^ data could not allow the Researcher 

to calculate the variance and other parameters

required for the t-test
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k .k Questionnaire Design
Information for this study was collected by administering 
questionnaires and conducting oral face-to-face interviews 
with the respondents. Two types of questionnaires were 
used to gather information required for this study.
The first one, which was administered to the farmers wasi
designed to collect information on such aspects as the : 
amount of loan taken, the size of the farm, the farmer’s 
income, family size, age, sex, education level, security 
offered, yields, interest rate, repayment, etc. The second 
questionnaire was administered to the credit institutions 
available in Kavujai. The information collected in this 
questionnaire included, loan types and procedure, interest 
rate, conditions, repayment procedure, etc. Copies of 
the two questionnaires are included in Appendices 1 and 11 
at the end of this study.

Information from the farmers was collected by the researcher
assisted by three Technical Assistants(TAs) trained in
Farm Management at Bukura Institute of Agriculture for two

l 'years, and were engaged in agricultural extension in the 
Division. The first duty of the researcher before 
collecting the data, was to train the three Technical 
Assistants in the field enumeration procedures and parameter 
measurement. This was done in tv/o steps and .the researcher 
was assisted by the Ministry of Agriculture Field Enumer
ation Supervisor sta'tioned in Kakamega. The first stage 
of training was conducted in the office of the Supervisor 
for three days. The second was conducted in the field by 
interviewing selected farmers.

The questionnaires were pretested early in November, 1979« 
This was done by personal interviews conducted between the 
researcher and the farmers. Fifteen questionnaires were 
used for pre-testing. The ultimate information was collected 
by the interviewers approaching respondents individually.
The information obtained was then recorded on the questio
nnaire schedule. As for the institutions, the questionnaires 
were filled by the relevant officers in the presence of the 
researcher. The time of reference for'the enquiry was the 
1978/79 crop season.
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4.5 Limitations of Sample and Data Used for the Studfr
Various limitations and problems cropped up unexpectedly
during the study period and data collection process.
First, out of the 60 farmers selected for interview, only
52 could be used in the final analysis. The number was
reduced because four of the farmers had migrated from the
District half a year before the survey and therefore could
not be contacted. Four others were unwilling to give the
required information and when two of them finally agreed
after persuation, to be interviewed, the information they
gave was found to be unreliable after counter checking.
They were therefore subsequently left out. Secondly, most
of the farmers could not remember some of the data required*as there were no records kept. The researcher and the 
enumerators resorted to estimations. For example, some 
farmers did not know their age. In such cases, important 
events such as the Second World War were used for estimation.
In some cases, there was a discrepancy between the amount 
of loan the farmer believed he owed the lenders such as 
Co-operative Union and the AFC and the amount which these 
institutions recorded as loan owed to them. In such cases, 
the researcher resorted to the records of the lenders as 
the farmer would eventually be forced to pay that amount 
and not just what he believed. The greatest problem was 
encountered on the assessment of the off-farm income.
Many farmers at first believed that this information was 
required in order to subject them to income tax. This 
problem was overcome in some cases by contacting the 
local Agricultural Technical Assistants who had to convince 
the farmers of the confidentiality of the information.
In other cases, the farmers’ annual expenditures were used 
as proxy for the income as the farmer could easily state 
his expenditures.

- 60 -
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k , 6 Methods of Analysis

Four methods were used in analysing the data of this study. 
First, a tabular form was used to determine the proportions 
of the respondents affected by various problems. Secondly, 
a simple correlation analysis was performed to establish 
the relationship between the amount of loan used by the 
farmer arid the size of the farm, off-farm income status 
of the farmer, the farm assets and the farmer's level of 
formal education.

In order to test the differences of the means of the above 
named variables (i.e. size of farm, income, farm assets, 
and the education of the farmer), between the sample 
farmers with loans and those without the loans a student 
t-test was used. This was necessary in order to 
establish whether or not those differences were statis
tically significant or were due to chance. Finally, 
there was a simple comparison of the same means of the 
same variables from the author's data and the data 
collected in the same area by Central Bureau of Statistics 
during the Integrated Rural Survey - k (IRS k) survey.

4.7 Definition of the Variables used in the 
Correlation Model_______________________

Five variables were used in the correlation analysis of
this study. The variables used were;-
The loan borrowed by the farmer(y); the size of the farm 
holding(xl); the off-farm income of the farmer(x2); the 
farm assets(x3); and the formal education of the farmer(x4)0
The first variable in the analytical model is the loan used 
by the farmer. This variable includes all the farm inputs 
supplied to the farmer on credit and/or cash that the farmer 
received from the lending institutions and signed for.
There were cases where the amounts of loans approved by the 
institution to the farmer were more than the actual amount 
used. If some inputs were not taken by the farmer, then 
their value was not included in the total loan. The loan 
was measured in Kenya Shillings using 1979 market value.
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Many lending institutions in the Country still insit on 
collateral as security for issuing loans. This is normally 
in the form of title deeds. Usually, the larger the farm 
the higher its value is, and the more easily the owner can 
acquire a loan from the lenders. The size of the farm 
holding here vss measured in acres and included only the 
land which was available for cultivation. In cases whe»*« 
respondent was not sure of the size of his farm, the researcher 
or. his assistants used pacing to estimate the size. It was—I *•. —
hypothesized in this study that fi irmers with larger farms 
had easier access to loans than tlose with smaller ones.
It is therefore expected that theie will be positive
correlation between the size of the farm holdings and loan,

i\ •

The off-farm income included income from salaries and/or 
wages earned, income from business, remittances from urban 
and non-urban friends and relatives. Proceeds from farm 
produce or land were not included. This variables was

I
measured ir Kenya Shillings per year, logically it would le 
expected that the off-farm income would be negatively 
correlated with the amount borrowed. This is so because a 
farmer who had more funds coming from activities other than 
the farm would be expected tc use some of the- money in the 
farm business. In fact, he may not need a loan or if he does, 
he may not use as much loan as another farmer with an equal 
holding but with less off-farm income. Many of the small 
scale loan programmes in Bungoma were designed to assist the 
worse-off small scale farmers. If this is true, we expect a 
negative correlation. If on the other hand those with higher 
off-farm income are the ones using the loans, there will be a 
positive correlation.

fhe value of the farm assets in this study included all the 
livestock and other property on the farm i.e. cattle, sheep, 
goats, chicken, ducks, temporary and permanent crops, produce
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in store, seed material, tools, machinery and farm buildings 
t 1979 cost. Many lending institutions in Bungoma would 

want to carry out a valuation of the farm assets before they 
granted the loan to a farmer* The more the farm assets a 
r_„ -r.-r had, the easier it would for him too be rranted a 
loan. Also the higher the value of the assets the bigger 
the loan one would get subject to the given ceiling where 
it waR applicable. If this was the case, it is expected 
that there would be a positive correlation between the value 
qj farm assets and tae xoan usea. This wouxu therefore mean 
that the richer a farmer was in assets on the farm the more 
likely he was to get a loan in Kavujai. The value cf the 
farm assets was estimated in Kenya Shillings at the 1979 cost.

The farmer in this study is defined as the person who makes 
the many management decisions on the farm including the 
decision oh whether or not to borrow money for the farm.
The education level was measured in years cf formal schooling 
starting from standard one’ in Primary School... Thus standard 
one s 1 year, standard two = 2 years etc. Education is an 
important aspect of agricultural development,. Hayarri and 
Ruttqn (1971) argue that in less Developed Countries, it 
needs substatial investment in rural education to increase 
productivity of the farm to any reasonable magnitude.
Education is expected to provide a basis for* technical change. 
Lack of adequate education is the basis for conservatism, 
limitation of capacity to absorb risks, fear to invest in 
productive resources and general lack of information. Highly 
educated members of the society are generally opinion 
leaders and are more likely to acquire a position cf leadership 
in the society than the ones with less educr;»+irtn - He thAi»«»fnre 
becomes an influencial member of the community. Such a 
farmer, will therefore be in a better position to acquire a 
loan from a lending institution than the otfceer farmers.
A positive correlation is expected between Phis variable and 
the loan used*
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5 ,  Result Analysis and Discussions
. i ...__- _ .

This chapter analyses the results and presents discussions on
the findings. At the same time the chapter deals with the 
testing of the hypotheses.

5.1 Analysis of the Results
1 f *- •_

Table 5.1. Age Distribution cf th* Sample Farmers
in Kavujai Division, Eingoma District, in

Kenya 1979

II

Age Group (Years)
—
Total

—

Percentage of Total
30-  4o 13

1  25
41- 50 22 42.3
51- 60 6 11.5
61- 70 9 | 17.3
Over 70 2 3.9
Total 52 100.0

The average age of the Sample Farmers was 4-9 years.
Source; Author's work.

Kcuijr of Lhe people m  i\.avujai involved in farming as a business 
were above the age of 30 years. This may have been so due to 
the fact that most of the younger people were either ini
school or in urban centres looking for or participating in 
w&ge employment. On the other hand, about 79% of those 
interviewed were aged between 30 and 60 years. About 67% 

were in the middle age group and therefore within the 
'investment- conscious cadre". It is possible that younger 
people do participate in farming, but since they have not 
inherited land from their fathers, they can't make any farming 
decisions. On the other hand much older farmers were not 
a®enable tn change and introduction if new technology would 
0niy be adopted cautiously.
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5, Result Analysis and Discussions
Ibis chapter analyses the results and presents discussions on 
the findings. At the same time the chapter dieals with the 
testing of the hypotheses.

5,1 Analysis of the Results
Table 5»1» Age Distribution of the Sample Farmers

in Kavujai Division, Bur.gome. District, in 
_________ Kenya 191??_____________________

Age Group (Years) Total Percentage of Total
30- 40 13 25
41- 50 22 42.3
51- 60 6 11.5
61- 70 9 17-3
Over 70 2 3.9
Total 32 100.0

The average age of the Sample Farmers was 49 years.
Source: Author's work.

Many of the people in Kavujai involved in farming as a business 
were above the age of 30 years. This may hare been so due to 
the fact that most of the younger people were either in 
school or in urban centres looking for or participating in 
wage employment. On the other hand, about 79$» of those 
interviewed were aged between 30 and 60 years,. About 67% 

were in the middle age group and therefore within the 
"investment- conscious cadre". It is possible that younger 
People do participate in farming, but since fcfney have not 
inherited land from their fathers, they can't make any farming 
decisions. On the other hand much older farmxers were not 
^enable to change and introduction of new technology would 
°niy be adopted cautiously.

-64-
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Cnly about 21$ of the respondents were atore 60 years ».
of age.

5.1.1 Major Occupation and Income Source of the .Sample
• __________Farmers of K a v u j a i _______________

Most of the respondents in the sample revealed that farming 
was not their fulltime occupation. As table 5»2 shows, 
many depended on other regular sources of isicome, other than 
farming.

Table 5.2 Distribution of Sample Farmers According to 
Most Important Source of Income in 1979

Most Important Source of Income Number of 
Respondents

Percentage

Total
Sample

Number
with

Loans
Total 
(Sample)

Sample
with

Loans
1) Paid employment(Civil Servant 

and Teachers)
s ----

16 15 30.8 93.8
2) Self employed eg. Businessmen 

and Petty Traders 14 13 26.9 92.9
3) Regular remittances from 

relatives but not in 1 or 2 6 1 11.5 16.7
*0 Established coffee as a 

major income source 1 5 3 9.6 60.0

5) Small Scale Farming other 
_ than Coffee 11 1 21.2 9.1
6) Those in *t and 5 abo-ve 16 4 30.8 25.0
7) Total (excludes 6) 52 33 100.0 -

1 Ownership of established coffee is considered credit wothness 
y Co-operative Union.
Sour Author'.s work
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Table shows that over 309$ of the farmers in the sample
were public servants (Teachers arid Civil Scx Vcuils) and about - 
279$ were businessmen and traders. Thus, more than half of 
the respondents were persons who were not full-time employed 
on their farms. The table shows that more than 8k% of 
those who benefit from small scale farming Imans are people 
with considerable influence in the society. Civil Servants 
and Teachers, especially, are people who are local leaders 
and have a big influence in the society's decision-making#
The results of the survey of the co-operative societies in 
Kr.vujai revealed that about 809$ of these societies have 
teachers, civil servants and influencial businessmen 
forming more than half of the membership of the committees 
of societies#

i
It is interesting to note that out of 16 public servants 
(civil and teachers) and 1** businessmen, found in the sample,
15/of them respectively had loans. These figures show that L  ^
on average, 939$ of the sample-public servants? and businessmen 
had smallholder loans and only 259$ of the "real" small 
scale farmers in the sample having loans. Only one out of 
eleven farmers in the sample who had no coffee had a loan#
It may be argued that public servants and businessmen are 
more development conscious and may aggressively seek 
assistance by looking for loans rather than waiting for 
extension officers to "convince" them. Howewer, some full
time smallholder farmers interviewed said that they had even 
gone to the extent of applying for the loans* only to be 
turned down in the end. Teachers and Civil Servants have 
guaranteed regular paid jobs and are most of the time away 
from their farms. It would appear, therefore, that the funds 
lent to this group of farmers are given to tlhe people who 
have little time to manage their farms. Host of the teachers 
and civil servants interviewed alleged that they easily qualify 
f°r loans since repayment was guaranteed by their salaries.
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jt can be seen from table 5.2 that only 12.."1# of the 
l0?„«o~ may be classified as those working and deriving 
their income from their smallholdings.

table 5.3 below shows, mor» than 57# of* "the responder, ts 
get ever Kshs.2,000/-p.a. from sources otfrer than farming. 
Only *t2.3#, most of them farmeis without regular sources 
as indicated in table 5.2, get below Kshs .2,, 000/- p.a.

Table 5»3 Annual Off-farm Income Distribution -for the 
Sample Farmers in Kavujai Divisram in 1979

Income Level 
Kshs. per year

Loanees Non- 
L>'-» uaI 6 0S

Sub-To teal Sub-Total 
as % of Total

0- 20001 ** 18 22 **2.3
2001- **000 10 1 11 21.1

**001- 6000 8 - 8 15.**
6001- 3000 - ** 7.7
8001- 10000

3
- 3 5.8

Over 10,000 ^ k - ** 7.7
Total 33 19 52 100.0____________:___

Source; Author's work.

The off-farm income of the total sample ranged from as low
3C7C ‘ V < 4 0 + 3as Kshs.O/- p.a. to as high as Kshs. 16,000/— with a mean 

of Kshs.5,903/-.

5.1.2 Farmer Information and Extension Ser'«ri''°g
(a) The farmer's main source of information?, and awareness 
about the agricultural activities is supposed to be the 
agricultural extension staff in the field.



This is acquired mainly through staff visits to the farms. 
There were 71 Technical Assistants (TAs) and 107 Junior 
Agricultural Assistants in Burgos ni«trict, deployed on 
extension services 1.

V

V .\ -  A - r - r

The major means of transport use l by these TAo JAA54 * •
* T I fis the bicycle, or local buses.j:Taking the area of 

Bungoma District to be 2,507sq.ki. (excluding Mt. Elgon 
Forest, 533 sq.km, and Bungoma T>wn, 6 sq.km.), there is 
on average about one Technical Assistant or one Junior 
Agricultural Assistant for every 1*t sq.km. This is ai ’manageable area by one member of staff, given adequatei imeans of transportation.

f
Other sources of information available to the farmers
include Co-operative Societies, field days, Barazas, and1
neighbours. When asked about thair first source of 
information about the existence and availability of the 
Agricultural loans, the respondents gave the sources as 
shown in table 5»^ below. t-

(

1. This is scrnrHiiir to the i n t e r v i w i t h  the District 
Agricultural Officer, Bungoma District November, 1979*
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Table 5.*+ The number of Respondents and the First Source- 
of Information about the Existence of Farm . 
Credit and their Distribution in Kavujai 
___ Division, 1979

Source of Information Number of
Respondents

Percentage of 
Total Respondents

Co-operative Societies 18 3^.6
Agricultural Staff 15 23.3
Neighbours -  it1 V 11.6

Farmers' Training Centre i-J 9.6
A.F.C. Staff 7 5.8
Commercial Hank T 1.9
Field Days, Barazas 1j 1.9
Thooa who were not aware 3 5.8
T o  t a 1 52 100.0

Source: Author's work.
W
vf

From table 5*^ it can be seen that only- 5*8# the sample did
not know of the existence of small farmer credit while over * 
9^% were aware of these facilities- Therefore, low partic
ipation cannot be blamed on ignorance.

5.1.3 Borrowing Conditions'and Problems Encountered
Some o f the most limiting conditions in taking the credit, 
in the opinion of the farmers, include the adherence to a 
specified crop package of three specific crops, with one 
nc»*e each to be planted. In the case of Kavujai, the crop 
package was composed of 3. acres - one each for maize, cotton, 
sunflower or beans for IADF and SPSCP loans, A maximum of 
only Kshs.1,000/- was available for this package. For FISS, 
two acres - one each for maize and beans or sunflower- with 
Kshs.500/- ceiling.
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Seventy five per cent of loan was supplied as inputs.
This package-deal approach would he viable only if two • 
conditions were fulfilled. First, the enterprises in 
the package should be the most profitable, i.e. have the 
highest returns. Secondly, the inputs have to be available 
in adequate amounts and at the right time. The most 
critical operations should be covered by the loan. The 
economic returns of the enterprises covered aic given in
the next section. if '

J t ... .

Asked whether the amount of loan '<;iven was sufficient for 
covering the most critical operations and inputs, 98% of 
the sample farmers said "NO". Only 2% answered in the 
affirmative. Asked about the sufficiency and the favour- 
ability of the present loaning system to the small scale 
farmers, 63% of them had the opinion that it was neither 
sufficient nor favourable. The reasons given by the 
33(°r 63# ]bf the respondents for their responses are given 
below in table 5»5» /

Table 5»5: Main Reasons Given by the^J?espondents as being /l£>*ne«
Limitations in the Present Lending System- " -----

Reaoou Given Total Affected —Not Affecte
—

d Percen
tage
Affected

1 ̂ Trt n 1 1 f+ 1 0
0 —-

are allowed. 33 29 If 87.9
2) Most of the loan 

is given in kind 
so we cannot use i 
lor the crops we 
want.

t
33 26 7 78.8

3) The loan processin 
delays too much 
and the funds come 
too late.

________________

33 0 100.0

*0 Very few oper
ations are 
covered. 33 23 10 69.7

* Total farmers in sample who got loans were 33. 
Source* Author’s work.
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Other reasons given in addition to the above tabulated 
ones werei-

1) Loan application process should he free without 
demanding application and legal Tees.

2) A.F.C. cheques take tea long ta he given to the 
input suppliers who refuse to g±ve inputs on 
the strength of A.F.C.'s loan approval alone. 
Unless farmers pay them cash, inputs will not

* -- be available when needed.

7) Wrong kinds of inputs are sometimes supplied by 
the Society to the farmers, e.g. 20-20-0 
fertilizer for top dressing maize.

k) "We do not get advice from the Ministry of 
Agriculture experts before we apply for the 
loans", one of the respondents claimed.

Many respondents said they had encountered a lot of problems 
when crying to get loans for their farming- in the past 
and even presently. The main problems encountered by the 
farmers are presented in table 5*6 below.
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Table 5.6 Common Problems Encountered by Farmers in
Trying to Get a Small Scale loam in Kavujai 
and in Using it. ’__________________________

fjature of Problem Encountered
*

Total
Interviev;e

Number 
dAnswerin 

•Yes1*
Number 
g Answeri 

'No'

—
ies as perce- 
ng ntage of 

Total

Have to be friendly to 
Committee officials or be 
known by Managers. 52 10 U.2 19.2
Loan funds not available ;  
so difficult to get. 52 if 48 7.7
No inputs available even if 
you have the loan approval. 52 41 11 78.8

Inputs are too far from farm. 52 6 46 11.5
Loans are approved too late to be of any use. 52 42 10 80.8

Too risky to get the loan as
non-payment will result in 
loss of farm. 52 33 19 • 63.5
Landing agencies Put - . too 
stringent conditions. 52 4o 12 76.9
Crop failures too frequent 52 45 7 86.5

Sparee: Author's work.
• S

It can be noted from the above table that most loanees and
potential loanees were affected by problems such/unavailability /as 
of proper inputs at 'the right time, late approval of loans, stringent
conditions and high security demanded by the lending agencies 
and frequent crop failures.
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There is therefore a high risk.in taking the Icons. These 
problems are not independent of one another. If loans are 
not approved in time then both the land.preparation and 
input purchase will be delayed. If the planting .is done 
late in the season, there is a high risk of very low yields 
or complete crop failure. Furthermore, non-availability 
of the right inputs, at the correct time, may result in 
poor performance and if yields are low, the repayment 
capacity of the loanee is reduced, thus making it very 
likely that he forfeits his security. This makes the use 
of small farm loans in Kavujai a risky business. The 
strict borrowing conditions restrict the number of possible 
loanees. This may haVe an effect on the number of small
scale farmers who participate in the credit schemes.
i

5.1.^ Economic Returns from the Loans
The economic benefits derived from the loans by the farmer 
are controlled by many factors. These include the amount 
invested, the combination of the enterprises undertaken 
and the marketing of the produce.

The maximum amount of loan given is Kshs.1,000/- for a 
package of 3 acres as required, for I.A.D.P. and S.P.S.C.P. 
For F.I.S.S., the total is Kshs.500/- for a package of two 
crops each on an acre. The costs of growing various crops 
in the package as computed by the District Agricultural 
Office are shown in table 5»7
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Production costs of four crops considered in 
various packages financed by Sisall Scale 
Seasonal Loans in Kavujai Division’during 1978/79 
Seas on____________ (Kshs# per acre )______________

Crop Land
3reparatio

Seed 
1 Kshs

FERT
* (a) 
Kshs.

ILIZER
.

Cshs.

Snray
Chemical

Kshs.
Total

Maize 120 30 151.10 209.75 - 517.85

Sunflowe r 120 90 88.15 - - 298.15

Cotton
(c)
320

(d)
302.15 209.75 190.00 1021.90

Food Bea is 120 60 100.20 - 39.00 319.70

i
(a) Fertilizer for planting usually SSP
(b) Fertilizer for top dressing usually CAN
(c) Two ploughing 3 Kshs.120/-, harrowing @ 80/-
(d) Seed was provided free by Cotton Lint & Seed Marketing 

Board.

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Bungoma District Farm
Management Guidelines, 1978/79.

The funds given as loan excluded costs of labour for planting, 
weeding, spraying^in case of attack by pests) and harvesting. 
'Jhe costs of gunny bags and transportation of produce to the 
market are also left to the farmer. In Cotton Production, 
weeding is the most critical operation. Generally, cotton is 
a labour intensive crop and as many as six weedings are 
recommended by Agricultural Extension Staff in Bungoma. 
District. Although these may be too many, more than three 
weedings are required 1.

This was revealed during the author's interview with the 
Bungoma District Crop Officer, November, 1979* J.D. Acland 
(1971) recommends several weedings.

Table 5.7



Table 5*8 shows the costs of the various crrop packages 
recommended as derived from the costings ixa the District 
Guidelines 1978/79*

Table 5.6. Total costs of Packages as re'Ciomraended,
ceilings allowed per package* arrd the deficit 
to be met by a farmer for IADP^PSCP & FISS 
during 1978/79 Season in Kshs. :ner acre

Crop P A C X A 3 E S
1 2 5 4 •/

Maize 517.85 517.85 517J&5 517.85
Cotton 1,021.90 1,02••90 — -
Sunflower 298.15 - 298 -1?5 298.15
Beans - 199.20 199-HO -
Total 1,837.90 1,739.45 1,015«7?0 816.00

Ceiling
A i--i-wdd 1,000.00 1*000.00 1,000*Cffi0 500.00
Deficit 837.90 739.45 15-7*0 316.00

&/ Package 4 is for FISS. •_S=-.
Source: Bungoma District Farm Management (guidelines, 1

1978/79.

It is only package 3 which is feasible evtsn though, this 
package excludes cotton. ^ These Iiaass were intended 
to assist the farmers without funds. The ceilings of the 
amount of loan allowed are not realistic. ^Furthermore, the 
loans don’t cater for all the farm operatia-ss. Operations 
like planting, weeding and harvesting are iLeeft to the farmer. 
The. success of the credit scheme which has: a package deal will 
depend to a large extent on the economic rescurns of the 
enterprises involved. It would therefore fee expected that, 
’’ceteris paribus”, the most profitable conrbdanation of 
enterprises would be recommended.
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Table 5*9 below sltows the gross margins of the nine most 
profitable enterprises in Bungoma District during the 
1978/79 season.

Table 5*9: The Gross Margins of the Nine Most Profitable farm
Enterprises in 3ungoma District, Based on the 
1978 Produce Prices.

• **+-*■% Ni*L ■1 ~3r
I I

Enterprises Gross i TV. *rgins in Kshs. per acre
Tomatoes I K ,219.50 ■V,
Onions 3 802.15
Dairy (1 dairy cow)  ̂1v ,094.55
Cassava vt 864.00 ✓1
Ground Nuts > 752.00 -
Maize V

t ' 743.20
Beans (Rose Coco) i 404.00
Sunflower Qn 303*00
Cotton V/ - 17.00

1

Source: District Guidelines, Bungoma District (1978/79)*I.
' VAccording to the District Guidelines Analysis, tomatoe' 

production is the most paying£.enterprise•: in the District/farm 
followed by the onions, dairy and cassava in the order of 
decreasing Gross Margins. Any crop package which is aimed 
at economic returns from the loans should include these 
crops at least in order of their gross margins. As it is, "n 
the crops which are included in the credit crop package are 
Baize, cot Lon, suxiflower and beans. These crops have the 
lowest returns as judged from their gross margins. According 
to the District Agricultural Office, Cotton was included as 
a security crop because it can be sold through the Co-operative 
Society. So the loan repayment can be effected by deductions 
from the proceeds. Maize was included because it is a food 
crcp as well as a cash crop. There was no justification for 
the inclusion of the other two crops, i.e. funflower and 
be«ns.
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Under such a situation, where the least profitable enter
prises are imposed on the farmeh by the ietuiing mstitutions,- 
the credit programmes are unlikely to succeed. Farmers, 
like other businessmen, are rational dec-isio’n makers and 
may not be willing to take loans if it is likely that the 
returns will be lev.'. Such credit programmes are bound to 
have a low performance. The potential -loane-es are likely 
to be scared off the credit facilities by these unprofitable 
conditions. The repayment performance of these programmes 
would also be expected to be poor.

Farmers should be left to choose their own enterprises 
according to the economic returns of each enteprise*
This will not only encourage more participants but will 
also give them scope for decision making. It is therefore 
not surprising that IDA (105) credit programme has a better 
performance in Kavujai (see table 2.2 since it caters for 
a wide variety of enterprises. An investigation into the 
enterprises for which the farmers used the borrowed funds 
gave the results as shown in table 5*10 below.

Table 5*10: The number of Loanees in the Sample and the
Crops on which the Borrowed Seasonal Loan was 
used in Kavujai in the 1978/79 Season r
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- L  O f -  c ^ J

Enterprisesfor which loan Used No., of Loazr.s Percentage of 
Total Loan

Maize . , - 1*f k2.k

Sunflower 2 6.1
Sunflower 13 39.^
Maize* and Sunflower V 3 9.1
Maize, Sunflower and Cotton 1 3.0
Total 33 100.00

Source: Author's work.

According to the economic returns of the crops allowed in the 
loan packages, maize was the most profitabl-e, followed by 

sunflower and cotton in that' order.
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However, the most profitable enterprises in the District
were not included in the crop package for the loans.
The argument advanced for their exclusion was that there
was no organised marketing channel for then. It would 

• •
therefore be difficult to recover the loans used in 
producing them. Maize was planted by about 9k% of the 
sample loanees. Most farmers reported having taken some 
inputs for other crops but did not actually plant these 
crops. For the farmers who had planned a combination of 
three crops, the loan was not enough and so had to use 
some of their own funds. As can be noted from table
5.10, most farmers in the sample deviated from the crop 
package recommended to them by the lending institutions.

5,1.5» Marketing of Produce
Almost 90% of the farmers interviewed expressed their 
disatisfaction about the marketing channels of farm 
produce. There was no organised marketing outlets for 
most farm produce. ••What is the ̂ oint of getting a loan 
which you cannot pay simply because you cannot sell your 
produce?'1 One farmer reported to the author. Though the 
National Cereals and Produce ooard was supposed to buy most 
of the produce, the Board refused to take most of the 
grains from farmers on what one respondent' described as 
"dubius , grounds".

There were no guaranteed prices and these fluctuated from 
one month to the other, though official prices were being 
set by the Government. For example, farmers were assured 
of the price of maize being Kshs.80/- per 9Ckg. bag.
Later in the year 1979i it had been reduced to Kshs.65/-«
The pri ces available on local market varied between 
Kshs.35/- a bag to Kshs.60/-r.
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Another outstanding factor identified as a constraint in the 
Marketing 'System was the transportation of both inputs needed 
and the produce sold by the farmers. The transportation charges 
were reported to be as high as Kshs.5/- per 100kg. load 
per km. The lack of adequate transportation means and the 
general lack of access-roads also made it difficult for 
fariiiex'S to transport produce to markets.

Tabl«5»1'' and 5»12 show the description of the prices of 
farm produce and the'transportation system by the sample 
farmers- respectively.

Table 5* 11s Description of the Price of Farm Produce by 
the Sample Farmers in Kavujai pivision-1979

-  79 -

i
Description of Farm Total Respondents Percentage of
Produce Price Respondents to 

Total Sample
Satisfactory 15 20.3
Not Satisfactory , 37 71.2
Total 52 100.0

Source: Author’s work.

About 71# of the respondents were thus dissatisfied with the 
price of produce. Prices of agricultural produce act as 
incentives or disincentives to farmers who would like to 
undertake farming for profits. Many farmers would like to 
be assured of high and stable prices before they undertake 
the production of some agricultural enterprises. High and 
stable prices are likely to attract farmers to agricultural 
Production. If such farmers have no funds of their own. 
they, are likely to go in for loans. This in turn will 
increase loan utilization. It is therefore likely that the 
l°w and fluctuating prices of crops such as maize act as 
disincentives for the farmers to participate in the loan 
programmes in Kavujai.



Table 5»12 Description of the Transport.at-.ion System in 
* Kavujai by the Sample Farmers in 1979

State of 
’Transportation

Number of
Respondents

Percentage ;of Respondents
to m0’tc*X 3

Good 9 17-3
Satisfactory 8 15.^
Foor 33 63-5
No comment 2 3.6
Total 52 100.Q

Source: Author's work*

i
The majority of the respondents (63.5^) feelt that the 
transportation system was poor.

It is important for the farmer to reach tb*» market and sell 
his produce so that he gets the money to r^epay the loans 
and for his other uses. If he cannot reacik a ready market, 
this will not only affect the repayment of: the loans but 
will also discourage any new comers irom asgricultural 
production. This is likely to reduce the demand and 
utilization of agricultural credit.

Some farmers visited had their produce stiZLl in store due 
to lack of access to markets. Other farmesrs could not 
utilize the loans approved to them becauser- they had failed 
to. get means to transport the inputs from ttfee KFA^o their 
farms.

5.1 .-6 Correlation Qf Specified Variables w£;:h Amounts aorrowea

In this section, the correlation results are presented 
together with the discussions. The last pa&rt of the section 
deals with the testing of the hypotheses erf this study by 
Using the student t-test.
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* * The first duty of this analysis was to establish whether *w
there vas any correlation between the loan used by the
farmers on one -hand and the size of the farm, the off-farm
income, the farm assets and the education level of the
farmer on the other. Below is the correlation matrix for
the variables considered in the Analysrs:-

Table 5»13: Correlation Matrix for Loan Used, Size of the
Farm, Off-farm Income, Farm Assets and 
Education of the Farmer

} 'r

Loan
(Y)

Size of 
Farm 

XI

Off-Farm
•Income
X2

Value of 
Farm Assets

X3

Education
Level
xk

Loan(y) 1.00 0.26 0.65 0.29 0.33
Size of 
Farm X1 1.00 0.1 ̂ 0.59 0.08
Off-Farm 
Income X2 1.00 0.2o 0.3^
Value of 
Farm
Assets X3 1.00 0.20
Education 
Level of 
Farm X^ 1.00

Source; Author's work.

Table 5»13 shows that there is positive correlation between 
the loan used by the farmer and the size of the farm, the 
off-farm income, the farm assets and the educational level 
of the farmer. Though the exact manner in which each of the 
above variables affect the use of the loan by the farmer 
cannot be determined from the matrix, it is evident that the 
Partial increase in each of the "independent" variables is 
associated with an increase in the loan used (either borrowed 
°r given). The figures in the table, shows the degree of 
linear relationship between the two variables concerned.



The loan is 26%, 65%,29% and 33% linearly correlated with 
the size of farm, off-farm income, farm assets and educational 
level of the farmer respectively. The highest linear 
correlation is between the loan and the off-farm income 
i.e the correlation coefficient is given as O.65. This 
relationship confirms the allegation that people who get 
email loans in Kavujai are those who get higher income 
from elsewhere. This contradicts the purpose for which most 
email holder.farm credit projectswere established.

Second in magnitude, is the education level of the farmer 
which has a correlation coefficient with the loan, of 0.33. 
This confirms that more educated farmers are more likely 
to get loans in Kavujai than less educated ones. The value 
of farm assets and the size of the farm have correlation 
coefficients of 0.29 and 0.26 respectively, with the loan.
Both these qualities are indicators of riches. The interp
retation here is that the more well-to-do farmers are more 
likely to get smallholder farm credit than the poorer less * 
developed ones.

Testing the Differences of the Means

After establishing that there is a (positive linear) 
correlation between the loan and the defined independent 
variables, it is important to establish whether there is a 
significant difference in the means of these variables 
between the farmers who used smallholder farmer loans and 
who didn't have the loans in Kavujai Division. By using a 
student t-test, at 93% confidence interval, the differences 
between the two samples were tested. For this purpose the 
two samples were analysed seperately yielding the following 
values as shown in table 5*1^ below.
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Table 5*14 Values of the Sample means and variances for 
. loan, size of farm, off-farm in.c-.Dme, Farm 
Assets, Education levels of the Farmer?without 
loans and those with loans in Ka.vujai Division.

Sample P1 - .Farmers with Loans no... -r-'— rt-i- v......«■ L,-7. - -£-* — ^ U.4 Ul U A W 1, • . M . j. ̂  mm____kJ
lioears Averages

Sampie Size N1 = 33 N2=: "19

L,. ». Mean XI Variances S^ Meas Variance

Loan (kshs) 932.80 3 9 6 ,7 6 1 .6 0 0 -
Size of Farm(Acre s) 7.6 21.37 6 .6 9.24 6.7
O f f - F a r m  Income 

(Kshs.) 5,639.70 1,H00O57.8O 681.60 282,188.35 724.00
Farm Assets(Kshs. )18,079.70 3,31358.10 4 9 7 7 .5 0 4 968871^.90 4 , 4oo

Education Level 
(Years) 5.7 11.12 *-5 24.15 c- 4.0

Source; Author's work.

In order to test the hypotheses of this study, it was necessary 
for the study to establish whether or not the differences in the 
means as shown in table 5*14 above were due to ciiiance or were 
significant and therefore were for the samples from two different 
populations P1 and P^. For every independent variable, the 
differences between the two means were computed, at 95$ level of 
confidence;

- * • 'k.. it- ■ ■
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Table 5.15 The 95& confidence interval of the differences 
in the means of size of Farm, Off-farm Income, 

• Farm Assets and Education level of the two 
Samples_______________ ________

'Variable Lowest 
Value of 

D
X1 ~ -X2 Highest 

Value <of 
D

Calculated 
t values. .

Size of Farm 
Acres 0.4 1.0 1.6 3.27

Off-Farm Incoir 
Ksns.

e
48l?.80 4958.1 5098.4 70.66

Farm Assets 
Kshs. 12655.6 13,102.0 13548.^4 58.66

Education Level 
(Year) 1.8 2.5 3.2 6.84

D.F. = 5 0
Source; Author's work.

Table 5« 15 above shows that there are significant differences 
between the means of the four independent variables considered 
from both samples. The difference between the means of the 
size of the farm from the two samples rang-es fT*om 0;4 acres 
to 1.6 acres. That of the Off-farm Income ranges from 
Kshs.4817.80 per year to Kshs.5,098.40 per year and that of 
the farm Assets from Kshs.12,655.60 to Kshs.13,548.40 while 
that of the education levels is between 1.8 years (approximately 
2 years) to 3*2 (approximately 3 years). Since in all these — 
cases, zero falls outside these ranges, at 95/̂  level of 
confidence we can say that there is a significant difference 
between these parameters. We can therefore infer that the 
’ two populations are different as far as theise variables are
concerned.

v
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The final objective of this study was to establish who 
among the smallholder farmers are using the smallscale 
loan facilities in Kavujai in terms of farm holdings, the 
off-farm income, the farm assets and the educational level.
Based on this, four hypotheses were formulated and tested 
in this study. In order to do this, the means of these 
correlates were computed for the sample farmers with loans, 
those without loans and the means from IPS h data. The 
differences between the means from the samples with loans 
and those without loans were tested using a t-test. The 
data from IRS ^ could hot be tested because of the reason 
mentioned in section 4.3.

i

The first hypothesis of the study was that "Farmers with 
Large Farm Holdings in Kavujai Division have easier access 
to credit". The 95% confidence interval of the difference 
in the means of farm sizes of theTarmers with loans and 
those without was found to range from 0.4 acres to 1.6 acres.
This was therefore found to be significantly difference from zero 
at that level. The hypothesis was therefore accepted.
This was further confirmed by the "t" value which was 3»27.
The second hypothesis^that the farmers who have a higher 
off-farm income in Kavujai Division get Small Scale Farm 
Loansff was also accepted when the 95% confidence interval 
of the difference in the means of the off-farm incomes cf 
those with loans and those without was found to fall between 
Kshs.4817.80 and 5098.40. This was significantly different 
from zero and was also confirmed with a large "t" value of 
70.66.r \ -i

The third hypothesis of the- study stated that "The farm 
Assets of a farmer are a determining factor in the acquisi
tion of small farm credit in Kavujai". The difference in the 
raeans of the farm assets of those farmers with small farm
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loans and those without was considered and found to be 
between Ks.hs. 12,655.60 and Kshs.13t5^8.kO at 95# confidence 
interval. The calculated ,,t" value was found to be 58.66- 
The hypothesis was therefore accepted. Th» last hypothesis 
to be tested in this study was that ’‘Fornffcl Education 
Status of a farmer is a determining factor- on the acquisition 
of small scale farm credit in Kavujai". A31 95# confidence 
interval, it was found that the difference in the means of 
the formal education standards in years of schooling was 
between 1.8 (approximately 2 years ) and 5-2 (approximately 
3 years).

The "t" statistics value attached to this was 6.5^. This 
hypothesis was, like the otlicx' three before it, accepted 
since there was a significant difference firon zero.
From the above hypotheses, it is apparent t.hat the farmers 
in Kavujai who use, and can be assumed to Slave access to 
small scale farm loans from the institutions studied, are 
those who have relatively larger farm holdiuigs, have 
higher incomes from source’s other than the farm, have invested 
quite a greater deal in their farms and hstvve higher formal 
education than the others. Given the above? situation then 
both the lending institutions and the smalL— holder farm
credit programmes in Bungoma, and Kavujai specifically are
far from meeting the needs of the farming ommmunity. This
state of affairs leaves those farmers who .are unable to
raise enough money to develop themselves wiLthout any 
assistance. *'’*

Looking at the means of such variables lik« farm sizes, 
off-farm income Farm Assets and level of fo-rmal training ,
We note that there are significant differerpjces between the means
for the sample of farmers with loans and tkrase without
loans.
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Though the differences between the mean- values calculated 
for farmers loans and those - • computed from IRS 4 
data could not be statistically tisted, ’ table/below shows/ 16 
that there are bigger differences between these values than 
there are between those without loans and the general 
average i.e. IRS 4.

5.1.9 Comparison Between Sample and IRS 4 Data —- — '
A simple comparison was conducted between the means of thej £.sample data and those of the IRS*A data for the variables• I
considered in the correlation mocel. It was not possiK-'.e 
for the differences to be tested statistically due to lack 
of parameters such as variances for IRS.4. The researcher 
could not be allowed access to rew IRS data due to the
confidentiality and strict regulations involved.

1

meHowever, looking at. table 5.1*6 below, it can be noted that 
difference between the means of sample farmers without 
loans and the IRS 4 means is only 0.1 acre for size of the 
farm, Kshs. 42.40, Kshs.577.50 ana 0.5 years for off-farm 
income, farm assets and education /respectively. Whereas / level 
the corresponding differences between IRS 4 and sample 
farmers with loans are 0.9 acres, Kshs.4915.70, Kshs.
13*102.20 and 3 years! It is surprising to note here that 
the means of the off-farm income for sample farmers with 
loans is about seven times more than the IRS value whereas
+  -T___ — ___ . ____ * •» ~ V. fU M A A MW J A U A 1 ̂  A* - —.* wi wlil t; vi anu ct iiux 1 oimco uiwi vi •

, It is evident from the above information that there are 
minor differences between the IRS 4 data which represent 
the population averages and those ef the farmers without 
loans. On the other hand., there are very big differences 

|,i KSt'-reen the IRS 4 means and thuse of the sample farfnei'S 
with loans. It is apparent that the few farmers who use 
smallholder credit facilities in Kavujai are much above the 
average farmer in terms of the variables considered.

t/
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Considering thcU^jn* 15# of farmers in Bungonia District 
have less than 7.5 acres of land; 73.1% get off-farm 
i n c o f  between Kshs.0.00 and 3600.00 p.a., and 50,5% 
have farm assets of between 0 and 56OO/- 1 , the few who 
benefit from the smallhold credit programmes are those 
in the upper quantile interms of these variables.

Table 5*16 Means of the consider* d variables for u e  
• Sample farmers with oans, those without

loans and the IRS b ’ J&ta for Kavujei
Division

H

leans for the Variables
Variables ^v£ype of 

^vQata
i

Farmers 
With Loansii

—

Farmers 
Without Loans

" -----  '
IRS k

Size of the Farm- 
holding(Acres) 7.6 6.6 6.7
Off-Farm Income(Kshs) 5,639.70

'
681.60 72^

Farm Assets (Ks'ns) 18,079.70 ^977.50 4*00
Education Level(Years) 7.0 *t.5 Jf.O

Source: Author's work.
.

Given the present structure of the commercial banks and 
m e n  iuaA.115 yulic/i it io not Surprising tiiat their
loanees are required to guarantee repayment and to provide ___Vadequate security. However, this state of affairs becomes 
rather out of place when it is applied to agricultural • - -
credit especially those designed to assist the "helpless" 
smallholders (e.g, IADP, SPSCP, FISS, and Small Scale IDA. schemes) 2

2. Kenya, Statistical Abstract, 1980,
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Jt becomes even mbre prohibitive given the socio-economic 
status of the majority of the sma'.l scale farmers in 
Bungoma. The average farm size in Western Province is 
2.75 Acres. It is therefore important that for a 
Smallholder Farm Credit to be successful and meet its 
objectives, it should be designed to cater for this 
group of farmers.

V  j [
Though formal training may be difpribed as an *j>wi«rK
that makes farmers aware of their needs and to be able —

< !to aggresively look for the existing facilities, it 
should not be a creterion for g-iving loans to small

• V

scale farmers as most of them are likely to have no
schooling at all. From the above; findings, it it apparent i Ithat the small scale farm credit facilities in Kavujai
are probably being misdirected and under-utilized.
Should this be the case, then they will be expected to
perform poorly.

i

!
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5,2 Discussions

Limitations to Cmall Scale Loan Acquisition in Kavujai

Looking at the credit institutions operating in Bujigoma
District especially in Kavujai Division, one would be
convinced that the acquisition of credit by farmers would
be a matter to be determined by the willingness of the 
farmers, AFC, Co-operative Union and the Commercial Banks 
(Barclays Bank of Kenya, Kenya Commercial Bank ar.d the 
Standard Bank) all lend to farmers. The first two.are 
exclusively for services to the farming sector. The 
commercial banks are ready to lend to the needy farmers who

administrative and general coordination of these institutions 
reveals certain limitations ’ ' ’ provide bottlenecks

could be seen from the investigations, can only be effective 
with large scale farming loans* The AFC, which is a primary 
agricultural lender, has only the Branch Manager and the 
Loans Officer to serve the farmers. This staffing as 
revealed by this study, provides for a ratio of 1:1000 in

the fact that the two officers car either go out together

while the other one remains in the office. This situation 
reduces the staff-loanee ratio to 1:2000, The loanees are

may so wish. However, a critical look at the structural.i

The structural organization nding institutions
appears to be least suited 11 farmers* credit
requirements. The staffing of these institutions as it

to the acquisition of credi holders*

terms of staff to potential loanee is reduced further by

in the same vehicle,’ or one per day, to visit the farmers

therefore unlikely to get adequate supervision and guidance 
from the lending institutions.
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The Commercial -banks are even less prepared to provide 
extension services to the farmers. The .three banks 
contacted did not have any provisions for agricultural 
extension. There was no agriculturally qualified 
member of the staff. Smallholder agriculture, especially 
in Kavujai, which is near subsistence level, will require 
close supervision and intensive technical advice from 
any lending institution in order to ensure proper allocation
of the credit inputs. Loams eithar in-cash or in kind> rgiven to inexperienced users left on their own may be openJ t •'*to higher incidence of misuse. In this respect, the
Co-operative Unions have attempted to solve the shortcomings.

v• -i* iField Assistants have been employed at least one per two 
Societies to follow-up the loamee's. For a system to have 
am efficient administration of loans there must be proper 
guidance to the loamees on the best way to utilize the 
availed credit facilities. Proper guidance and supervision 
by the loaning institutions can reduce the mismanagement 
of loans by the farmers which often resultSinto indebtedness. 
Small farmers in Kavujai therefore require proper and 
adequate supervision if they have to benefit from the loans 
offered them. The Researcher's findings show that commercial 
banks lack adequate specialised supervision staff to deal 
with farmers' problems. There are also no arrangements by 
-he bar.iic, fz~ naihw Ling farmers’ produce and so repayment 
collection becomes a problem. Guidance from the banks on 
input supply and provisions for crop failures is also 
lacking. This lack of guidance may render a farmer indebted • 
leaving him unqualified for participation in future loan 
Programmes. Evidence of low loan repayment is noted in 
table 2.9. Only people with other non-farm sources of 
income may meet their repayment obligations thus making the 
smallholder credit facilities be at the dispossal of only 
People who are well-off financially.
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The conditions laid down by the lending institutions are less 
favourable•to small scale farmers. Both the Commercial Banks 
and the AFC still insist on pledging land zls the only 
security to ensure repayment of the borrowed money. Whereas 
this may be the most effective security, if. may also 
exclude some farmers who may need producti/sn credit. First, 
it excludes the borrowers who may not have processed their 
land title deeds and those from areas where? land registration 
is not complete. _ _

,**•
Secondly, a farmer who may have pledged his title deed for 
any development loan is automatically excluded from getting 
any further loans either for production or development 
until the loan is cleared. Tie requirements by the 
Commercial Banks that a customer should ha^’e been with the 
Bank for not less than 12 months serves as restriction 
to new members who may need the assistance of the Bank. 
Furthermore, the minimum deposit required, -.coupled with 
suitability and adequacy of the records of accounts are 
further restrictive measures. The Banks will also require 
to be convinced by the applicants' past earnings or business 
returns. Along these lines, it is only the already 
established farmers and businessmen who have acquired sound 
financial status elsewhere that the Banks aizre suited to 
serve. The Co-operative Societies insist that the potential 
borrower should have been a member for at X.sast three years 
and should have been marketing his produce through the 
Society prior to the loan request.

Therefore, the newer members of the Societies who have not 
qualified for these conditions will definitely be denied 
the services. The requirement by some credit oroerrammes 
that'specific enterprise mix e.g. crop packages be stuck to, 
t>y the farmer is in contravention with the economic principle 

the highest return to inputs. This is especially sc if 
enterprises in the package are not the -saost profitable 
the area,This is supported by the fact timic.t IDA Phare II 

whx-h had no specified package haa .a higher* disoursement
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rate through A.F.C. in 1979/80 than I.A.D.F. which had a 
specified crop package (see table 2.3). Farmers are 
rational decision makers. In order for therse credit 
facilities to be available to the small scale farmers, the 
structure of the institutions should be flexible so as 
to suit the increasing need of credit by tine smallholder. 
It is the policy of the Government to have the Banks and 
other institutions lend more to agricultural .sector.
This is however not reflectrd in the structure of- these 
institutions.

Besides the structural issues limiting the .small scale 
credit use in Kavujai, there are many other- constraints 
at the operational levels of the institutions. The fact 
that there is unquestionable adherence to the traditional 
control procedures which last as long as tferee months from 
the time the application is made to the time the approval 
'is granted, in itself augers against small scale farmers
who need seasonal credit. The structure off agricultural/ r*
operations is such that it cannot be postponed for three 
months without affecting the yield of the crops. This 
delay in the loan approvals tends to result: in a drop-out 
of potential loanees who may have applied Ear consideration, 
at the last minute. This was evident in tfee Co-operative 
Societies visited by the researcher. This type of arrangement 
can only be tolerated by the farmers who have other sources 
of income that can be utilized for the purchase of inputs 
and land preparation when due^b'efore loan approvals with 
a hope that their funds will be reimbursed by the lending 
institutions when their applications are fimally approved.
This type of farmers may not be desperately in need of 
creqit assistance except for convenience pt£.rposes.
The day-to-day activities of the Co-operative Societies are 
entrusted in the hands of the Secretary/Mamager who, inturn 
ls responsible to a Management Committee.
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Investigations Into' these committees revealed that more 
than three-quarters of them, including the Chairman, are 
people who have fulltime engage-nents elsewhere, either as 
Civil Servants, teachers or Member of Parliament. Most 
Managers had between eight to ten years of formal education 
with no other additional training. It is very unlikely 
that ouch Secretary/Managers will be familiar with the 
complex problems of the farmers, especially where /.nance
is involved* J

i -JSCA further problem may emanate frem the fact that the
ucommittee is composed of influential well-to-do people who 

are not really typical small scale farmers. This committee
may be tempted to concentrate on the interests of well-offi
smallholder farmers than those who really need help 
(see B. Sen, 1968), The differerces in interest rates
charged by the various credit programmes make little\
difference especially where some programmes like IADP and 
3PSCP operate on credit rationing basis. Some, such as 
FISS, charge no interest but still have poor performance. 
Furthermore, Josef Vasthoff (1968) showed that higher 
interest rates charged are not a particular obstacle to be 
farmers (55)*

»

Small Scale Farm Credit is expensive to administer and the 
process and the interest charged on it should reflect the 
cost of such services. Low interest rates are likely to 
discourage lenders with opportunities outside agriculture 
and make lending to small scale borrowers an unprofitable 
business. With this low interest condition operating in the 
agricultural lending business, commercial banks in Bungoma 
are likely to be less willing to lend the small scale 
farmer, thus keeping low the farmers borrowing. Discussions 
between the researcher and two of the Bank Managers revealed 
that service cost for small scale loans is too high since 
they tend to be small and many.
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The Bnnks are therefore reluctant to advance many small 
scale loans. The'only other facility available for small 
borrowing are overdrafts. These ones are usually for 
very short periods and have to be repaid even before the 
end of a crop season. Whatever the case may be, only 
people with mens;'- in their Commercial Bank accounts can 
be considered for lending facilities. The minimum deposit

-*r f# .' . ~

to open a savings account and maintain it is Kshs.500/-.
However* to open a current a^cour.t requires at leasi.

j  ̂
Kshs.1000/-. These requirements’fare out of the reach of 
the majority of the sinailsc&le farmers most of who are

: iliving at subsistance level.

The fact that procedures for loari acquisition are not well
related to the realities of the situation and to the 
, ! development opportunities that exist in the small scale

agricultural sector may explain the low participation by 
small scale farmers in farm credit in Kavujai Division,
One major shortcoming in the administration of small 
farm credit in Kavujai which not only limits borrowing by 
small scale farmers but also may lead/overall poor perforrar>.''if>v,/to 
is lack of coordination. There i\re many institutions and 
agencies involved in rendering services to small scale 
farmers in Kavujai Division, and Bungoma District as a 
whole. On one hand, there are the credit providing 
institutions. On the other- hand, there are those institu
tions involved in m e  marketing of the farmers' produce 
and farm inputs. And even more involved are those Government 
Departments concerned with the agricultural extension and 
administrative services. * " -

The various credit institutions operate in isolation and 
there is no coordination between many o'f them and other 
agencies involved in input supply and marketing of produce. 
At one time the Co-operative Union accused the National 
Cereals and Produce Board(NCPB) of not accepting maize 
and sunflower from the Co-operative Societies and that it 
was the Board that was making it difficult for the repayment
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of seasonal cri4r.l0.ans by the farmers 1. This is 
defeating the very requirements of the smallholder credit 
prc~rr.r~.es. prom table 2.7, we note that IADP, SCS, SPSCP 
and FISS programmes require that a loanee accepts to sell 
his produce either directly to the N.C.P.B. or to the 
Society which in turn sells it to N.C.P.3. If the N.C.P.B. 
cannot accept the produce from the farmers, then the loan
repayment will be low. Further ftill, the poten4"’* n1Uloanees will be scared of borrowing since they may be sure
of defaulting. * ** f ,J*4££-

if
It was further alleged that the Kenya National Federation 
of Co-operative (KNFC) and KFA wore making it difficult 
for the seasonal credit programmes to operate as they were 
not supplying the inputs required by farmers on loan in 
time. Most of the loans were gii en in kind i.e. in form 
of inputs. These inputs could only be provided either by 
Co-operative Societies or individual farmers through 
either KNFC or KFA. If planting time was critical and 
certain inputs were necessary but not available then it 
would be difficult for the loanees to use their approved 
funds. The functions of the District Loans Advisory 
Committee, wnicn in any case only included AFC and the 
Department of Agriculture on AFC loans only, had been 
rendered less effective. AFC Branch Managers were 
authorized by their Head Office to process and approve 
loans without necessarily contacting the District Agricul
tural Officers. District Credit Coordinating Committee 
formed for the coordination of activities o>f IADP became£v I

less functional when its meetings were bei&g attended by 
the officials of the Ministries of Agriculture and Co-oper
ative Development alone.

1 This was contained in a report by the district Credit 
Coordinating Committee Review of IADP and SPSCP presented 
to the District Agricultural Committee (DAC), 1978,
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Its structure had been intended to include Co-operative 
Union Managers with their Secretaries, AFC Branch Managers 
wiun tneir Loan Officers, District Developrsent Officer .and 
representatives from KFA and National Cereals and Produce 
Board. There has been no attempt to integrate the' Commercial 
Banks in the extension services related to farm credit in 
the District.

The apparently unsatisfactory performance on the side of 
credit schemes was also identified by the Ministries of 
Agriculture, Co-operative Development and Allied Agencies 
i.e. Kenya National Federation Co-operatives; Cooperative 
Bank of Kenya; Coffee Board of Kenya; Cotton Lint &• Seed 
Marketing Board; National Cereals and Produce Eoard; Kenya 
Farmers Association; Agricultural Finance Corporation 
officials, during their tour of these two provinces.
During a wind-up meeting of the representatives from these 
agencies held in Kisumu, the following constraints were 
identified as far as credit utilization was concernedr-

1) "There has been untimely processing of credit;
2) Size of credit has also been meagre;
3) Lack of knowledge on the farm operation;
k) There has been lack of good reputation between 

lender and borrower which makes the borrower 
reluctant;

5) Loans have been taken lightly as if they are 
free money;

6) Non-availability of inputs;
7) Lack of land title deed;
8) The problem of produce marketing and price 

structure;
9) Poor follow-up has also led to the misuse of credit;

TO) The regulations pertaining to certain credit 
schemes such as Guaranteed Minimum Be turn'"I.

1. Republic of Kenya, Ministry of Agriculture.
Report of the Tour of officials of the Ministries of 
Agriculture, Co-operative Development and Allied Agencies 
to Nyanza and Wes tern Provincej

8 th - • .* t I
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The conference also felt that there was necessity for 
concerted effort by all agencies concerned to Co-operate 
and smoother* out these constraints, thus identifying the 
lack of co-ordination that exists among the various 
lending agencies. Credit to the farmer in terms of 
financial assistance in isolation has no meaning if it 
cannot be utilized to acquire the required inputs.
It is therefore important that when the funds are madei: 'available, there should be input?, within the farmers

i  1reach*
IfThe farmer should also be guided on how and where to acquire 

the inputs from. He should he informed of the proper 
types of inputs and their recommended applications.
The farmer should also have proper information on thei *availability of markets and the prevailing prices. He 
should be informed of the security of his crop and that 
he will be able to meet his repayment obligations.
Smallholder farmers are oarticulrrly sensitive about t.has«\/issues and since they usually lark means to ensure that the 
above facts are correct, they are likely to end up 
frustrated with their loans. It is therefore important 
for all agencies involved with the farmers services to be 
coordinated in order to provide consolidated services to 
the farmers in a more collective approach. If this 
coordination is lacking, most of the small scale farmers 
who are unable to ensure the above may be unwilling to 
participate ir. the programmes especially if previous borrowers 

have been victims of such situations before.
In the foregoing section, we have looked at some issues 
which might have had negative effect on the small scale 
farmers* participation in the smallholder credit programmes 
in Kavujai. Tn section 5»3i the hypotheses of this study 
are tested.
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(ej Farm Input Supplies Scheme (F1SS);
(f) Seasonal Credit Scheme (SCS);
(g) Smallholder Coffee Improvement Programme 

(S6IP);
3) Commercial Banks;

Crop Authorities and Merchant Suppliers e.g.
Kenya Farmers Association (KFA).

*

Having established that there was an overall low participation 
in the small scale credit programmes by smallholder farmers 
in Kavujai, a more detailed examination of t&e structure, 
conditions and procedures of the available credit schemes 
serving small scale farmers in Kavujai was conducted.
Various shortcomings were noted as being instrumental in 
the apparent limitation to the number of farmers participating 
in these credit programmes.

With the help of the questionnaires, a field survey was 
conducted and various problems were identified concerning 
the use of smallholder credit, from the point of view of 
the farmers. The' major problems included the lack of 
qualified staff to deal with agricultural credit in relation 
to small scale farmers’ problems; too strict conditions which 
do not favour small scale farmers; long time taken to process 
the loans and delay in disbursement; lack of loan security on 
the part of the farmer; imposition of a crop package (which has 
low economic returns) to the farmers; less amount of money 
given than can adequately cover the cost of production; and 
unavailability of farm inputs wnich are intended to be 
purchased out of loan funds.

Most of these problems can only be tolerated by the richer 
farmers who have other sources of income and can therefore 
afford to use their own money while waiting for reimbursement 
from the institutions, a correlation analysis was conducted 
®hd showed that there was a positive correlation between the

/
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(ej Farm Input Supplief Scheme (FI33); —
(f) Seasonal Credit Scheme (SC3);
(g) Smallholder Coffee Improvement Programme 

(S6IP);
3) Commercial Banks;
*0 Crop Authorities and Merchant Suppliers e.g.

Kenya Farmers Association (KFA).
Having established that there was an overall low participation 
in the small scale credit programmes by smallholder farmers

. Iin Kavujai, a more detailed examination of the structure,
conditions arid procedures of the available credit schemes

4 •serving small scale farmers in Kavujai was conducted.
Various shortcomings were noted as being instrumental in
the apparent limitation to the number of farmers participating
in ,these credit programmes. I

F  - i i -
With the help of the questionnaires, a field survey was 
conducted and various problems were identified concerning 
the use of smallholder credit, iron the point of view of 
the farmers. The major problems included the lack of 
qualified staff to deal with agricultural credit in relation 
to small scale farmers' problems; too strict conditions which 
do not favour Small scale farmers; long time teucen to process 
the loans and delay in disbursement; lack of loan security on 
the part of the farmer; imposition of a crop package (which has 
low economic returns) to the farmers; less amount of money 
given than can adequately cover the cost of production; and

•__ .
unavailability of farm inputs which are intended to be 
purchased out of loan funds.

Most of these problems can only be tolerated by the richer 
farmers who have other sources of income and can therefore 
afford to use their own money while waiting for reimbursement 
from the institutions, a correlation analysis was conducted 
ŝ id showed that there was a positive correlation between the
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loans used on one hand and the size of the i'arm holding, 
the off-farm income, the farm assets and the formal training 
of the farmer loanees on the other hand. This correlation 
seemed to confirm the posibility that richer farmers are 
the ones using the small scale credit facilities ir.
Kavujai. The four hypotheses tested in this study were:-

(1) Farmers with larger farm holdings in Kavujai 
Division have access to credit*

(<?) The farmers with higher off-farm Income in Kavujai 
Division, get small scale farm loams.

(3) The farm assets of a farmer are is determining 
factor in the acquisition of small farm credit in

‘ ( Kavujai^ and
(4) Formal educational status of a farmer is a 

determining factor in the acquisition of small 
scale farm credit.

The four hypotheses were subjected to the Student t-test*
»*The first hypothesis was accepted when it w«sls found that the 

mean farm size for the Sample farmers with loans was 
significantly different from the mean of those without, at 
95# level. The second hypothesis was also accepted when at 
the same level of significance, the mean off-farm income of 
the sample farmers with loans was different from the mean 
of those without. Likewise, the third hypothesis was 
accepted when it was found that at that level, the mean farm 
assets for the sample loanees was much higher than those of 
the sample non-loanees. The last hypothesis of this Study 
was accepted at the 95# level of significance On the grounds 
that there was a significant difference between the education 
levelt, of sample farmers with loans, and thcr-se without*
A comparison was conducted between the mean?® of these variables 
^°r the farmers with loans and those withoutt 10an3 on on* 
hand and the means of the IRS data on the other*
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It was found that there were much bigger differences 
between the means of the sample farmers with loans and 
the IRS k means than the differences between the IRS ** 

means and those of the farmers without loans*
It was therefore evident that those farmers benefiting 
from the small scale farm credit in Kavujai are those- 
within the upper quantile as far as the four variables 
considered in the hypotheses were concerned.

It was therefore established that the small scale farm 
credit schemes in Kavujai Division, Bungoma District tend 
to favour the rich influential farmers and discriminates 
against the really '‘needy" target farmers* This was seen 
as' a misdirection of the smallholder loans away from the 
target farmers and was a possible reason for the low 
participation of small scale farmers in these schemes* 
Hence poor credit performance*

6*2 Conclusions

This study is concluded by looking at two main aspects*
First, the factors which were found likely to limit the 
participation of the small scale farmers in the credit 
facilities available in Kavujai Division* Second, the 
proposals for accellerating smallholder farmer use of the 
small scale loans. The objective of this study was two
fold. It was intended to present a description of the small 
scale credit programmes operating in Kavujai based on the 
structure of the institutions concerned and the conditions 
of the various programmes as they related to suitability of 
small scale farmer borrowing. Secondly, the study was 
intended to find out whether or not the credit programmes 
sre descriminating against the small scale farmers who are 
the target group and favouring the rich influential farmers*



Based on the findings of this study, the factors determining 
the use of the credit facilities can be divided into three 
main catagories which can be classified as institutional 
factors, government factors and farmers' n w  factors.
Tne manner in which these factors have been administered 
in Kavujai has been limiting to the small scale farmer 
borrowing.

(«.) Institutionel Sectors
This study has established that the structure of the 
agricultural lending institutions is less Sullied to small 
farmers. There are inadequate agriculturally qualified 
staff for administering and supervising the numerous small loans 
taken by the farmers. Commerdial Banks lacrk any staff with 
training in Agriculture, AFC has only two. officers to serve 
a whole division, thus leading to a very lew effective staff- 
to loanee ratio of 1:2000. Co-operative Societies are left 
to Secretary/Managers who "are not well qualified to deal with 
farmers' problems.

Only "bigger" farmers who know what they aire doing are able 
to manager their loans. The prequalificatriaon conditions 
for the would-be-loanee required by most of the lending 
institutions are likely to exclude the "reaZly" needy farmers 
from borrowing from these institutions. Ctarannercial banks 
require that an applicant•for a loan shoulii have been a 
depositor for not less than one year. All others, except 
co-operatives, require that the loanee-to-be should have 
another off-farm regular source of income. Conditions such 
as "credit worthy" and "must be honest and hard workine". 
required by the co-operative bank, leave a lot of loop-holes 
for subjective enforcement by the society officials.
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Thcno conditions are seen to have diverted the loans, 
initially meant to assist the "helpless" farmers, to 
most people who are in influential positions, leaving 
target farmers helpless. Processing of the loans takes 
too long and is usually too complicated for small farmers. 
The loans end up reaching the farmers so late inif 1planting season that the risks of; crop failure and therefore 
default are too high. Only farmers with other funds can
prepare land early enough. There is no provision forc *
risk-sharing arrangements and the smallholder is therefore 
usually left with the whole risk.

The demand that land title deed b!e deposited with the 
lending institution as security vas seen to have much 
effect on loan demand by the farmers. This is likely to 
limit the number of small scale farmers getting loans from 
both commercial banks and the aFC since most of them do 
not have the title deeds. The enterprises financed by 
the credit schemes existing in Kavujai also provide another 
source of weakness in the loan distribution and demand.
A number of roan scnemes, like IADP, SPSCP and FISS operate 
on crop package basis. The crops within these packages 
are less profitable. At the same time the amounts of 
loan given to grow these crops are much less than the cash 
out-lays for raising them. This leaves the farmers with a 
heavy burden of financing some of the critical operations 
from other sources. If a farmer has no other sources of 
-•.undo as xs the case wxtk uiost of the small scale farmers, 
there is a high likehood of getting low yields due to lack 
of adequate and proper inputs inciuding*lacK of proper 
seedbed preparation. About 87.8/6 of the sample farmers 
felt that the loan funds were too little to meet the cost 
of production.
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(b) Government Factors
The factors attributed to the government are mainly 
extension services and coordination. The services to 
small scale agriculture include price regulation, 
marketing of the produce, supply of the inputs and 
advisory services. The study has revealed a g9ner.al-.lack 
of well organized marketing for tie agricultural prcduco.5 i
Transportation of the produce and inputs is expensive and 
sometimes lacking. The most serious problem revealed was 
the unavailability of farm inputs, and when availablet '
they come too late.

This problem has a direct bearing on the loan utilization,i
as lack of inputs v/ill mean no planting. If the inputs 
come too late in the season, then the farmer is not able
to use the credit. About 78.8$ of the sample farmers/
revealed that there were no inputs even if the loans were1
approved (Table 5*8)., There is  a shortage of staff for 
advisory and supervisory work fro a the government departments 
of Agriculture and Co-operative Development. The loan 
follow-up by extension officers is therefore inadequate*
There is evidence that there is lack of coordination between 
the lean provision by the lending agencies, the inputs 
supply and the marketing of the p-oduce, and the extension 
services.

(c) Farmer Factors 4

This study has revealed that there are a number of factors 
which axe considexed by the lending institutions as 
important before a farmer -is given a loan. The size of 
the farm holding, the off-farm income status of the farmer, 
the value of farm assets and the formal education of the 
farmer were seen as being the major factors determining 
whether or not a small scale farmer used a loan.

-•i •
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A correlation analysis revealed that these factors had a 
positive correlation with the loan used. Ifhis study found 
that the credit programmes in Kavujai sees to discriminate 
against small scale farmers with little or no off-farm 
income at all, smaller farm holdings, fewer1 assets on their, 
farms and had little or no formal schooling;,, Given that 
most farmers in the district and Kavujai Division in
particular were in this category, it appear® these loans

them tnus leaving .the target farmers who need these loans. 
This is seen as being instrumental in the low participation 
by small scale farmers in the smallholder credit programmes
hence, poor performance of these programmes,!

6.3 Proposals for Accelerating Small Farm Credit Utilization

On the basis of the findings or this study, rhe following 
proposals are made with ari' aim of accelerating or improving
the use of credit among small scale farms s_n Kavujai, 
a) Loan Provision

season should be borrowed at least three months 
earlier than the onset of the planting season*
Any loans not approved by then should be with
held until the .foilowing season. Late loan 
approval and the subsequent late farm operations 
by the farmers are major contributory factors 
to reduced yields. Once planting is late the 
yields will be low. It is evident from work 
done in Western Kenya that each day delay in 
planting after the onset of the season, reduces maize 

yields by 80kg. per acre 1,

were being misdirected to farmers who would4* do without

In Kavujai

(i) All loans intended to be used its; a given crop

1• Mw&ngi, H« Private Communication, 1980,
i*
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At 1979 price of Kshs.80/- per 90kg. bag, the 
farmer loses Kshs.71»10 per day per acre. It is 
therefore important that the loans approved 
early enough to avoid this loss. Ortly farmers 
with other sources of funds could us« their money 
early pending reimbursement from the l’oaning 

% _ institutions.

(ii) The approval of any agricultural loans should be 
done in close consultation with the District 
Agricultural Officer. In turn, the District 
Agricultural Officer should be chargned with the 
responsibility of close follow-up of such loans 
to supervise their use.

(iii) The conditions for the loan approval, by commercial 
tanks should be relaxed and be suited to small 
farmer borrowing. "Such conditions should also be 
reviewed as the situation of the farmers' needs 
changes and should be based on the farmer's merit.

(iv) There should be flexible ceiling on the amount of 
loan given by any scheme. Each loan should be 
granted on merit, and on the basis af requirements.
Funds should be provided to cover al.TL the operations 
especially the critical ones. If farmers are left
to auoment the loans with money {their own pockets /_±rom 
to pay for critical operations such .as weeding, there 
is a likelihood of them ignoring some of these 
operations to save their money. In such « rase t.h« 
yields will be lowered and may not cover the repayments 
of the loans. Only rich farmers have.- had the 
capacity to "top-up" the loan funds fcrJLtherto.
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(b)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(c)

(A \

i

Loan Use

For the successful use of the loan funds, it is 
recommended that enterprises should ho financed 
according to their economic returns. ’’

J i 3
The right type of inputs thculd be available in 
adequate quantities in the stores and should 
reach the farmer at least two months before the 
planting time. The responsibility of ensuring
the availability of the recommended inputs should

1

be vested in the government. Smallholder farmers 
are unlikely to have the ability to procure inputs 
from far distances on their own.

Extension services by all the lending institutions 
and the government departments concerned should 
be intensified. The frontline staff should be 
increased and a farmer-loaiee should be visited 
regularly and ronnrts made on his progress from 'time *o

rketing of the Produce

Toforc an onLw*prise is financed by a loan or 
included in a crop package, thorough market study 
should be made on its marketing channels. If there 
is any doubt on its marketability, it should be 
excluded immediately.

There should be regular ana contrnous produce price 
review to conform with the rising prices .of inputs. 
This will encourage many smallholder farmers to 
participate;



(iii) The government should intensify the development
of rural access roads, as a way of reducing tran- 
transport costs which "eat'* into farmers margins.

(d) Repayment of the Loans

(i) All payments due should be recovered from the 
produce delivered to marketing agents in order 
to avoid diverting of funds to non-agricultural 
entorprices.

(ii) Any loan which are not paid when due should be 
penalized by making the farmer pay a higher 
interest on the outstanding arrears. Such a 
farmer should not be allowed any further loans.

(e) Cbordination

The key factor in the success of farm credit 
utilization in Bungoma as a whole is coordination 
among the relevant authorities. A District Credit 
Coordinating Committee is proposed here to include 
all the authorities involved in the credit provision 
extension services and supervision, administration, 
input supply, marketing of produce, etc.

Although there are no specific findings in the study which 
point to the required combination of this committee, it 
is recommended that the District Commissioner (DC) be the 
Chairman and the District Agricultural Officer (DAO) be 
Secretary. This recommendation arises from the author's 
working experience in the District.

According to the organisation of public services at the 
district level, the D.C. is the coordinator of all the 
public officers ‘in the District. He is also in charge 
0j<* -11 the administrative, developmental and political 
activities at the district level.
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This organisation therefore puts the D.C. £n a better*
position to effectively coordinate and sumnnon together 
all the relevant authorities concerned with; agricultural 
credit. Similarly, the DAO is the head of all the

turpi i .ti ]Li.n.i.ccc v.rivh.
all the agencies connected with agriculture!! production 
in the district. He is therefore in a betfc*r position 
to act as a secretary to the proposed committee.

It should be noted that the Ley factor to t2ie success or 
failure of a credit programme is the economic returns 
of the enterprises financed. Farmers like any other business
men would like to make profits from their farming business. 
They would therefore go in to plant the mast profitable 
crops so that they can pay the loan back and remain with 
some money for use. For a loan programme in KavUjai to 
be successful, the farmers should be left too choose the 
enterprises which will bring them the highest returns.
As tne situation is, there are crops attacked to the loans 
which are not the most profitable in the atrea*

Some crops like cotton, sunflower which are included in 
the crop packages for IADP, SPSCP and FISS have the lowest 
gross margins. If such crops are attached t o  loan programmes, 
there is a likelihood of the farmers diverging funds to 
other non-agricultural but more profitable lousiness or 
refuse to participate in the loan programmes altogether.
It is therefore important that the government allows choice 
of enterprises by the farmers, on merit if such programmes 
as IADP, SPSCP and FISS have to succeed in Xavujai Division.
Finally, it is important to note that the K̂ ?.i"cfay 
Country's economy is Agriculture. The majosr section of 
Agricultural Production is composed of Sma3_l scale farmers. 
Bungoma District and Kavujai Division in particular is 
mainly a small scale farming area with over* 90$ of the 
farmers in the lower quantile in terms of a».ize of lidding,
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income, farm development and even education. Any 
agricultural credit programme not suited ito the needs 
to these farmers with conditions suited tm their 
borrowing will be excluding the majority ®f the 
agricultural producers in the area and is; unlikely to 
be successful in its performance.
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APPEND I< I

1 1 6

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATIONS DIVISION

A FARM SURVEY ON SMALL 
DISTRICT, I979.

i i w} f
HOLDER-CREDIT IJTII I7ATIQM

u
I M • • • di lurruui

I. IDENTIFICATION:

(a)1
i

Farmer's Name j r

1 (b)

(c)

(d)

i

Cooperative Society 

Vi 11 age

Sub-Location f

(0)
\ '

D § v 4  s ion

(f) Date of Inverview

(9 ) Name of Enumarator

1 1. BACKGROUND 1NFORMAT1 ON:

(a) Are you the owner of this farm? 
Yes No

/(b) Are you (1) Single (2) Married (3) Divorsed (4) Widowed^

/ (c) If married or were married, how many wives does/did your
husband have?

•

How many wives did/do you have?

(d) How Tarty children do you have?
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(e) Family Particulars: '

Members Approxi mate Level of Living on Class •
Age Lducat i on farm for Schoo 1

n not V- ith i 1 fen)

Husband A « 
f \

-
Wi fo/ j!

^  ’

Wives: !!

I. • ii
2 . — 1i
3. V,

4. •
f

5. \e •
ChiIdren; ■*

I. J.

2 . • "

3. .

4. ~ - -“*• • — - ~ -- " . ~

5.
6 .
7.
8.
9. ■*. * r ■

I0 . • -
-

_ i .O 1 Lt-

other
Re 1 ahi ves 
on the 
farm:

11 • 
2 . •
3. -
4.
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(f) What is your main occupation?
I. Farmer

2 . Trader
+ . . _ _.

3. Civil Servant/Teacher
t (

4. Trader in other item§L(specify)
tf

5. Businessman (shop-keeper etc.) ,» <r

(9 )
jf ...........

Do you have any other source of income?
Yes N'o

(h) Who manages this farm? , 
Husband w l

$*

- Wife

Son

Manager

Other (speci fy) •

(i) for how long have you been farming? Years

What farming experience do you have?

<j> Have you ever attended any Agricultural training
FiolH +ra’i''«'o * r»c*+ ’ -f 1 •+/■» C---? £. .a 1 :.oT 1 u • ^pcu iy

e.g. F.T.C

(k 5 liow did you get to know about farming:

lit. LAND USE:

(a) (i) What is the total size of your farm acres
........... hectares

(•5) How many holdings do you have?

What are Their sizes?
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(b) Co you have a land title deed for ttoe farm or any other 
securi ty?
Yes i No

IV. LABOUR REQUIREMENT:

(a) Total iabout requirement- for the fa:rm , g

WEEKS • Operations Labour ~Js< 
T am iIy

sd Amount 
Hi red

Tota I

January: I.
2.
3.
4.

•

rehruary:
2 .
3.
4.

....... .......... .....

March: I.
2 .
3.
4.

April: I.
2 .
3.
4.

•

May: I .
2 .
3.

•

June: I.
2 .
3.
4.

.......\ .....
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Tab Ie cont

WEEKS Operat ions Labour Used Amount 
Fami ly | Hi red

Tota I

July : I. 
• 2 .

3.
4.

Aug. : I.
2 .
3.
4.

—

Sept.: I.
2 .
3.

►

4.

Oct. : I. 
2 .
3.
4.

Nov : I.
2 .
3.
4.

Dec. : I.
2 .
3.
4.

i.....i
i

TOTAL

(b) How many workers did yoir have during f*he vear?
1. Permanent Labour
2. Casual labour
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'• -Jr v-

(c) How much land do you rent from out's ide? acres.

vd) Lund iJju i ub 11

Major Enterprise Total Land Owned Rented/Leased
4AcresI He$t. ■He^t.

I............ ....
o

3 .............
4 .............
5 .............
6  .............

Others: - Roads, 
Hedges, Wei Is, 
Swamps, etc.

•

Total Land

Homestead

(e) How much money did you pay them per (day?
1. Permanent ( per month ) .Kshs.

2. Casual per day/work Kshs.
—- • • * •v"

3. Value of food if given Kshs.

4. Others (specify)

V. FINANCIAL COt'lMITMENTS:

(a) What are the most important activitiers you spend your income
on - per year basis.
I. School fees SK.Shs.

2 . Food and subsistence ‘K.Shs.

3. CIoth i ng t&.Shs.
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4. Repairs and maintenance Kshs,

5. Dowrv (bride orice)
6 . Drink and Entertaining friends

7. Buying of new tools

8. Running the farm

9. Paying of'house maid/boy

10. Funeral

I I. Others (speci fy)
. ••
n

In each case state the period in w&Uch it was spent, 
year, month, season, quarterly etc.

1
fb) From where do you get all this money?

(c) How much do you get (approximately) peer day/month/year/ 
season etc.?

.

K.Shs. Per

VI. CAPITAL VALUATION OF FARM
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Table cont

9. Ducks
10 . Others (specify)

Crops: ^
Permanent crops 
Produce in store

Seed material 

Others (specify)

Tool and Machinery:

/
1.
2 .

3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
a.

Number of 
Un i ts

Number 
A v a i !ab ( e

pric« for 
Uni t

Vr> | nn
i n <sh,

Age Approxi ■
Hc .V O l d '  ^ 2 ^  3 'r’2 * j

FARM BUILDINGS

1.
2 .
3.
4.

Age Approximate 
Va I ue

CRFDIT (LOANS) * (i)

() Have you over borrowed money to use on your farm?
(i) Yes .........  (i) No ......



From whore did you borrow;" (a) Why did you not borrow
the money? any' lean?
1 . Cooperative » 1 . Not nvailab1®

2. A.F.C. r .
2 . Not aware that it

o  v  j c - j  e
t r

3. Bank (specify) \ V T-J • 1 nterest too Ki gn

4. Friend or neighbour ; 4. Conditions too strict

5. Others (specify) • 5. 1 have no security

—
(
1

_ t 6 . 1 had enough money
j 7. Other reasons (specify)
f\

(b) tonat was the name of the oan?i

(b) How many types of loans do you know of?

Names of Loan

7.

5.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

(c) How much money did you borrow?

'• i) ! n cash K.Shs. ............ ................
(ii) In kind (value K.Sh^J ................. .
(iii) The year & month of loan ..............  197
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(d) What were the items you were given in kind?

ITEM IN KIND UN I I S • VALUE IN K.THS.

6 .

(e) What enterprise did you borrow the loan for?

(i) CROPS

1.
2 .

3... .
4. -

5.

MONEY BORROWED ACREAGE YIELD
PLANED HARVESTED

6..................... ..........................................

N.B. Use the form attached to fill in the output and variable 
cost data.

(i i ) Li ves'hock:

ANIMAL TYPE • NUMBER VALUE K.SHS.

2 .

3.

4. /

(iii) Other projects e.g. fencino, purchasing of land, water
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development etc. (specify)

Project Un i t

3.

Value of loan Intended 
Borrowed Be net i t

V'- .

(f) What is the interest rate of the Isoan(s) borrowed?

Loan Type Interest Rate($)
1.
2 . •

(9) How much money have you repaid up to now? 

Loan Type Borrowed & Amount Date Percentage
.Interest Repaid Repaid Repaid

K.Shs-

2 .

3.

4.

5.

• • • • • • •

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • •  • • « •

• • • • •

(h) Have you finished repayjng tne loan? 
• (i) Yes

(i i) No ...........



0 •

(iii) If Mo, con you give us the reasons why you have not
fInishod?

2 .

3.

4. 

3.. 
6 .

-

(i) Do you think the amount of the money given was enough for 
your needs?
Yes No

(i) If No, How much would you have wanted and how much did 
you appiy for?
Wanted K.Shs.

t App!ied for K.Shs.

(ii) What reasons did they give you for not giving you what 
you wanted?

• * • • c

(j) Where else apart from the loan did you get the rest of the 
money?

(k) Do you think the present loaning system is sufficient? 
Yes

No .

if No, Why?
< I. Too little money given
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*

1

2 .
• •

Too few enterprises financed
• •

3. Too many conditions to qualify before getting the loan

4. Only known people get them

5. They only give ihe loan in kind : • r

6 . Only tew operations are financed

7. The interest rate is too high -

8. The loan delays too much

9. No comment
- I0 . Others (specify)

( 1 ) What prob Iems do you encounter in acquiring the I 
present?
I . Have to be known

loans at

2 . Loans are not available

3. No i nputs ava ilable

4. Inputs are located too far

5. Inputs come too late

/
t

6 . It is too expensive to get the loan

7. The loaning agents demand very high security (speci fy)

8. Crop failures are too frequent

(m) From whom did you learn about the availability of farm 
loans to small farmers?
1. My neighbour(s)

2. Agricultural Staff 

Veterinary S 1*3ft

4. From the A.F.C. Staff
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tv
0
1

->• From t h e  rooperative society

6 . From the banks • •

7. Fror. th-r- course I attended at the F.I.C.

8, Others (specify)

(n) Do you think that gettirv Fa loan has hojn«* vol:v
h  . . v

i.o.‘ Wny uid you decide to ge;i; tnis particular loan?

VI I

(a)

EXTENSION SERVICE:
7

l
~V I «

'where did you say you got information about farming 
practices from? (.

c
1. Farm Ttaininq course' '4...................... .
2 .  /  Suppliers/Traders

3. Other farmers

4. Ministry of Agriculture Extension staff111"* ••••*••••••••
5. Government Officials other than M.O.A. staff

6 . Barazas
7 n+k,—  >----11., \

(b)

(c)

How many times did M.O.A. extension staff visit you this 
season?
Crop husbandry per month/week/year
Livestock/Veterinary . ,...........  per months/week/year
Cred1 t/farnv-Wanagemenf * per month/week/year
Did the extension staff inform you of any demonstrations
this season?

Yes (a) Did you go? Yes

(b) No ..................

( c ) why didn't you go?
I , No time......

(i i 5 No
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2 . Not Interested
3. Dad experience from previous

* ones .........
4. Already known the subject

5. Distance too far

<5. 0+herr (spt J i fy)
•

(d) Did you or any other member of your household attend a 
course or F.T.C. or other Agricultural courses?

I .Yes

(i) Was the course relevant? 
Yes

No
/

2.No
(i) Why not?

(e) Did you get as much labour as you needed last season? 
Yes ~

No

(i) If no, why not?
I. Too expens i ve

2. Not sufficient cash aval labia

3. No labourers available

4. Others (specify)
/

• • • • •

INPUT SUPPLY

(a)

(b)

Where do you get your farm inputs from?

How far is it from here

How do you transport the inputs to your farm?



If you do it by a hired transport, how much money do you
pay? ...... •
K.Shs.

(c) Are all the inputs ''ou required available in +he c+«r^s
ij ” "■*&
itnearby?

Yes No

It no, how do you get tfisrn?

(d) Do you receive your inputs at the right time? 
Yes ' (

No

If No, what improvement jvould you suggest to better thef;si tuaiion?
0

.....................  ..................................
(e) Do you use all the inputs recommended by the M.O.A. staff? 

FertiIi zer

Cert i f i ed seed
a t

Early land preparation

Others I)

. +liu.

. : v '

. !

3)i; « <■ r*-
41

5)
(f) How much do you pay for the farm_ inputs7

Type of Inputs

2 .
3.
4.
5. 
D. 
7. 
a. 
9.

10.

Quantity Purchased Price Paid K. 
6hs.
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X. ''A RKET ING cr PRODUCE

(a) How do you sei 1 your produce?

Cb) What price ate' you given per■ unit of produce
Produce type Un i t; r -Price/Un't Ksh.

1. Ma i ze
2 . Cotton ......J[. '
3. Sunflower
4. Beans
5. Sunflower (
6 . i .

p.7.
/\

(c) Is the price you get wheh se 1 1 ing through the
•and priva+ely the same? ■

Yes . No

If no, what is the difference? 
• ) — I ri' r*c,,*v! . -  ___/_ .

(i i) In cash

(d)

(e)

if)

<g>
( h )

Would you sell the-produce for the same money at the farm 
as you wouia if you took it to the market?
Yes Mo ----

If no how much would be "he difference?

now mucn do you pay for transport? K.shs.

How far is the nearest market from the farm? Km/miles
How far is the cooperative society from the farm kms
How far is the Maize and Produce Board depot from the farm?

How would you describe the present transportation system 
l. Good ...........
2 • + i r -

3. Poor ....
'y
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/ .

Whai would you say about the price of the farm produce; 
is i t so f i sfoe lory?

Because
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BUNGOMA DISTRICT

A. QUEST 1CNN 1 !0 BE FILLED BY CO-GP. SOCIETI FS

1 . Dane of it)*- .Cooperative Society

2 . Union to which it is affiliated •

3. Secretary' i4v» ri.ĵe r

4. How many members are there in this society i n tota1

0. How many members are active, dormant? (a) Act i ve

(b) Dormant

6 . What are
society

the requirements for one to be a full member of this

7. How many 
society?

cot mi 1 tee members are thereon the commi ttee of this

.8 . What arc the requirements for the member to 
elected as a committee member?

be appointed/

9. Do you ever advance loans to members .of the society? (Yes or 
No)

10. What sort of member do you consider tfor the loans?

it. Wliai.are the loaning facilities that you have for members?

12. What other duties does the cooperative society perform for
members?
( 3) ............. ............ ....  .................
(b)
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(c) ........................................ ........................................................

(d) ......... .......... ................. ............
13. Where does the society get the funds for running its daily

a c t iv i t ie s ?  . • -  -

14. Do you ever net any I nans from the Unions, private 
institutions or Government j? (specify) Yes or No

lb. If yes io (I4) then how much have you borrowed for the lasti l
12 months?

■ I6 . What did you use the money for?

17. Wiia i was the interest rate?

18. How much of it have you reoaid?
A

19. How much is the balance? i

20. if you have not repaid a l l ,  wnaT reason can you give us that 
has delayed the repayment?

(bt
(c) ............................................... .
(d) .................... ...............................

21. How many loan applications have you received from the members 
during the last 12 months?

. . . . . . . . . V . . .  ; . . . . ! . . . . . . .  .v . . . . . . . . . . T x l .— ; • *-V
22. How many oi these have been successful? How many have been. _

I U I :
(a) Successful

(b) Unsuccessful

23. What factors do you consider for members before you advance 
or recommend them loans?

(b)
(ci
(d)



(e)
Do you s'. the members c-ny loans in kind or in cash?
(a) Kind (Yes, No)

(b) Cash • • (Yes, No'.)
Jt -

if yes (24) what sort of Warm inputs do you give the Loanees?

Where do you buy the inputs from?

Do you ever buy produce from the farmer members? Yes, No 
If yes when did you buy tne last produce (month)

How much do you pay for up it purchased?

Produce Type
(

Uni * Price Paid
-i

Remarks

(a) .......... . .

(b) ___________ .

(c) .......... .
(d) ............
(e) ......... !,
Where do you set I the Produce purchased?

How much more is paid for unit sold?
(a) ..................  K.Sns.............. Per
(b) ..................  " ......... . .. "

(d) ........... •...... " ...........
ve) .......... ..." " *...........
How do you recover the loans from the members?

What do you do to the memcers who default?
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34. Can you now give us the following information about the 
committee members?
Corin'i t fee Member Educational Std. Occuoation

35.

1.Chairman 
2 ........... ’ ' II '

A  t
3. ........... ....... ...............................................................................

5...........
6 ...................................................

7 ..................................................

•

8 ...........
t

• t.*.........t...............
9...........

•

.......................................j......................................................................

10 .................................. ’. ________

1 1. etc.
if

Ci
In coricl us ion, can you t< i ! us any problen r * V'
credit and loans, and rui.ning of this society? 
(a) .................. .....................
(b)
(ct
(d)
(e)
(f)
(9)
Ch) 
(i> 
( n
• j  -

( k )

(tv
(m)
(n)

All information given here will be treated, as confidential and 
will not oe exposed to any third party.

S i gnature .................. .............
S E C R E T A R Y / M A N A 6 E R
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B • O'JCST I or:.NA l RE FOR THE FORMA i LOANING IMST ! TUT IONS : .
' !  : . ' l l  - D-hrs, • , .---i- ,

i' or ->n Anr i cu I turd I Officer pursuing 3 higher degree programme 
at the University of Nairobi. The purpose of this study is to 
establish the current way the small loans are being utilized in 
Agricultural Production and establish a recommendation into 
the better ways of using the same more productively in the 
near future. ^

■V •

Any information gathered in this questtonnaire- wi I I be 
considered highly confidential and will not in any way be exposed 
to any third party.

Name of Institution :

* 'v*

(1) Do you ever give loans to farmers for any farming business?
(Yes, No) ...................... „......................

(2) If yes to (L) when-you—advance the loans to the customer,
do you ever ignore collatered security? ................

(3) If yes to (2), under what conditions?

(4) If no to (2) do you evaluate the security to know that all' 
the loans fu I ly secured, over secured or undersecured?

(5) Besides security, what other factors do you consider before 
giving the ioan?
(a) ........................................... .......
(b) ...................... ............ ...... .........
(c) .............. ........... ............ ............
(d) .................................................

(6 ) What are the rates’of interest you charge for loans?

(7) Whnf is the maximum deposit (savings) Kshs.

(8) What rafe of interest is Yield +n customers for their 
deposi ts?



( 10)

c m

( 1 2 )

(13)  

( 14)

( 15)

(16)

( 1 7)

(18)  

( 19)

(9)
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What I*, the fixed charge for cue torero running current 
accounts? ' •

you _ i tow customers io choose on what type of A/C to
run (fixed, current, savings etc)?

................... * f ‘ .........
f no, ip (IC), then *, “ly? (Specify)

if

When ad/aricing the loans which customers in terms of A/C 
do you prefer? Why?

f................. * * * v ........
........... ....... .1.................. ..............
For how long (in months) should the customer run his A/C
before you consider hi/n for a loan?

Do you have a ceiling or floor for loan advances?
V

f ...............................................J............ ................................................

If yes to (14)', (a) ceiling Kshs.

(b) floor Kshs.

On what major ground do you reject customers' appIicationsfor Ic-
(a) Inadequate security
(b) Low flow and seasonal income
so uim ci I JL) K3 CHdf dCTef
(d) Unrealistic expenditure being proposed in appI.Lcation
(e) Expenditure proposed in application being in

conflict with government policy * ' --
(f) Others (specify) ..................................

•V.*.
Roughly what fs the amount of fixed cost for loan (legal 
fee, stamp duty, charge fee,service fee etc.)?

How long do you take to process loan applications?

How many loan applications have your received in the last
12 mon-fhc?

How many of these were used hor Agricultural purposes?(20)
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' /\ ) What is ihe average size of loan applied for? 
K.Sh't.

( 22 ) How many were successful in either raw?

( 25 ) ,,hn. is 'he average s \ze loan for succoc«f'i» annimv
ii r r ■ -----

‘ ̂ 4> How rT10ny defaulters I j the Iasi 24 or I2 months?
t f ‘

* ............... |j................;.... •••
( 2.2 ) What is the maximum period for loan repayment?

1 }

f . 
/■
y

- • - - •- ** >-• - _ _]„.

■ -

-'r >‘-V

-v; -*


